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ABSTRACT
The closed-loop supply chain of an aluminum engine manufacturing operation is 
investigated. The push for the recycling of aluminum components in auto industry is 
motivated by profit incentives (i.e., the recovery of a valuable element) as well as by 
legal obligations (i.e., to comply with the requirements of the Extended Product 
Responsibility legislation), which have, therefore, given rise to the development of 
closed-loop supply chain.
The proposed research presents a planning model for the closed-loop process that 
includes purchasing, production, and end-of-life product collection and 
recycling/remanufacturing in the context of an aluminum engine manufacturing and 
recycling operation.
The model is a multi-echelon general integer linear program with the objective of 
minimizing the total costs in the network subject to structural and functional constraints. 
The model may be employed to make decisions regarding raw material procurement, 
production, recycling and inventory levels, and the transportation activities in the 
network.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In the last decade or so, the concept of Supply Chain Management (SCM) has 
been adopted as a manufacturing paradigm for improving the competitiveness of an 
enterprise. In order to improve responsiveness and flexibility of manufacturing 
organizations, the SCM is considered as a competitive strategy for integrating suppliers 
and customers (Gunasekaran, 2004).
Supply chain management is a set of approaches utilized to efficiently integrate 
suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and retailers, so that merchandise is produced and 
distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations, and at the right time, in order to 
minimize systemwide costs while satisfying service level requirement (Simchi-Levi, et al., 
2000).
A supply chain is a network of facilities and distribution options that performs the 
function of procurement of materials, transformation of these materials into intermediate 
and finished products and the distribution of these products to customers (Ganeshan and 
Harrison, 1995).
A supply chain not only includes the manufacturer and suppliers, but also 
transporters, warehouses, retailers, and customers themselves. It consists of all the parties 
directly or indirectly involved in fulfilling a customer request (Chopra and Meindl, 2003).
1.1 Forward supply chain
The forward supply chain, which is also known as the forward logistics network 
(Figure 1.1), consists of suppliers, manufacturers, distribution centers, and retailers 
outlets, as well as raw materials, work-in-process inventory and finished products that 
flow between the facilities (Simchi-levi, et al., 2000).
Because different facilities in the supply chain may have diverse, conflicting, 
objectives and the supply chain is a dynamic system that changes over time, it is difficult 
to integrate the supply chain.
1
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CustomersSuppliers Distributors Retailers
A A A A
    • • • ■
Material Management1 Physical Distribution2
► flow of goods ► flow of information
Fig 1.1 Forward supply chain (revised from Min and Zhou, 2002)
1.2 Reverse supply chain
The input sources of the reverse supply chain are usually the end-of-life returns, 
commercial returns and warranty returns, and the destinations may be venders, dealers, 
reprocess operations (remanufacture, refurbish, reuse), charities, recyclers and landfills.
The activities creating a continuous process to deal with returned products until 
they are appropriately recovered or disposed of, are collection, cleaning, disassembly, 
testing and sorting, storage, transport, and recovery operations in reverse logistics system. 
The recovery operations can be represented as one or a combination of several main 
recovery options, such as reuse, repair, refurbishing, remanufacturing, cannibalization 
and recycling.
A reverse supply chain is shown in Figure 1.2.
1.3 Closed-loop supply chain
Regarding the end-of-life issues, profit-oriented motivations and legal motivations 
force companies to integrate this product life phase into existing supply chain, forming a
1 Material Management: including purchase and storage of raw materials, parts and supplies.
2 Physical Distribution: all outbound logistics activities including order receipt and processing, inventory 
deployment, storage and handling, outbound transportation, consolidation, pricing, promotional support 
related to providing customer service
2
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Distributors/  Manufacturers
Suppliers Customers
Recyclers * Collectors
► End-of-use returns ............Warranty Returns
 ► Commercial Returns  ► Production Scrap
Fig 1.2 Reverse supply chain (revised from Fleischmann, 2001)
closed-loop supply chain, which combines the forward supply chain and the reverse 
supply chain (Schultmann, et al., 2006).
Besides the traditional forward processes for forward movement of goods to the 
consumer, the closed-loop supply chain having a number of activities required for reverse 
supply chain is designed to consider the purchase and return flows of products (Guide, et 
al., 2003). Figure 1.3 shows a closed-loop supply chain.
1.4 The forward logistics and reverse logistics, and their differences and relations
The Council of Logistics Management has defined the Logistics as “the process of 
planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, 
services and related information from the point of origin to the point of consumption for 
the purpose of conforming to customer requirements.” (Bowersox and Closs, 1996)
3
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Recycling
Distribution
Customers
Supply Manufacturing Retail
Remanufacturing 
/ Re-use
Collection *
► Forward Channel Reverse Channel
Fig 1.3 Closed-loop supply chain (revised from Kumar and Malegeant, 2006)
The Reverse Logistics Executive Council has defined the Reverse Logistics as 
“The process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost effective flow 
of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and related information from the 
point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper 
disposal.”3
Fleischmann, et al. (1997) indicated that reverse logistics is “not necessarily a 
symmetric picture of forward distribution,” and that it is much more reactive and much 
less visible compared with the forward logistics flow.
The differences between the forward and reverse logistics include a wide variety 
of viewpoints. For example, in the reverse logistics, there is lack of uniformity in the 
physical condition of products, while there is no sorting and evaluation of product in the 
forward logistics. The reverse logistics offers many challenges and opportunities which 
do not exist in the forward logistics.
j--------------------------------
Information is available at http://www.rlec.org/glossarv.htm
4
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Table 1.1 shows a comparison of various features of forward and reverse logistics, 
and Table 1.2 shows a cost comparison between forward logistics and reverse logistics.
Category Forward Logistics Reverse Logistics
Forecasting Straightforward Difficult
Destination Many destinations One destination
Product Quality Uniform Different
Product Packaging Uniform Often Damaged
Destination/Routing Clear Unclear
Disposition Options Clear Unclear
Pricing Uniform Different
Arrive On-time Important Not considered as priority
Inventory management Consistent Not consistent
Handling Uniform Complex
Supply Consistent Uncertainty
Table 1.1 Differences between forward logistics and reverse logistics (modified from
Tibben-Lembke and Rogers, 2002)
Cost Forward Logistics Reverse Logistics
Sorting/ Collecting Does not exist Important
Quality diagnosis Lower Higher
Handling Lower Higher
Holding Lower Higher
Reprocessing Does not exist Important
Table 1.2 Cost comparisons between forward logistics anc
from Tibben-Lembke and Rogers, 2
1.5 Outline of the proposed research
reverse logistics (modified 
002)
In this research, we propose a closed-loop supply chain model of aluminum 
engine production, recycling and remanufacturing.
5
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The proposed model is based on the operations of Ford Motor Company in the 
United States. Ford Motor Company, one of the largest automotive manufacturers in the 
world based in Dearborn, Michigan, manufactures and distributes automobiles in 200 
markets. The research is centered around 5 Ford engine plants in the United States.
1.6 Motivations of the proposed research
Many papers have focused on reverse logistics, but research work on the planning 
and optimization of reverse logistics network design is limited.
Legal obligations as well as profit incentives to recover value in recycled products 
have given rise to the need for efficient supply chain designs.
The resources used by industry are limited, and energy is saved when recycled 
material is used rather than new material, so an efficient closed-loop supply chain is 
clearly needed.
Using recycled aluminum saves 95 percent of the energy required to make new 
aluminum, and approximately 60% to 70% of aluminum used in today’s vehicles is 
sourced from recycled metal4. About 85 to 90% of post-consumer automotive aluminum 
scrap, at least on billion pounds per year, is recycled today4. Remanufactured engines 
could be produced with 68% to 83% less energy and it pays to note that 70% of the cost 
to build new engines lies in the materials, while only 30% lies in the labor (Smith and 
Keoleian, 2004). Close to 2.2 million engines are remanufactured annually by the North 
America engine remanufacturing industry and nearly 6,000 machine shops in North 
America remanufacture engine5. Approximately 17 truckloads worth of used diesel 
engines and other parts are dumped at a receiving facility every day in the U.S. (Hindo, 
2006). The usage of aluminum in vehicles will be increasing — worldwide — from 3% to 
3.5% per year for the balance of this decade6.
4 Information is available at http://www.aluminum.org/Content
/NavigationMenu/The Industry/Transportation Market/Auto Truck/RecvclabilitvAndScrapValue.htm
5 Information is available at htto://www.pera.org/index.htm
6 Information is available at
http://www.aluminum.org/ANTemplate.cfm?IssueDate=09/01/2006&Template=/ContentManagement/Con 
tentDisplav.cfm&ContentlD= 103 87
6
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The area of reverse logistics is currently drawing great interest both commercially 
and academically. Reverse logistics aims at improving the utilization of used products, or 
their parts, through recycling, remanufacturing or other forms of recovery (Ayres, 1995).
Legal obligations as well as profit incentives to recover value in returned products 
have given rise to the need for efficient supply chain designs. Product returns are a 
relevant issue for many industries, for instance, carpets, computers, printers, automobiles, 
etc.
2.1 Reverse logistics
Reverse distribution is the collection and transportation of used products, which 
may occur through the original forward channel, through a separate reverse channel, or 
through combinations of the forward and the reverse channels.
Krumwiede and Sheu (2002) investigated current industry practices in reverse 
logistics business, and employed a decision-making model to guide the process of 
examining the feasibility of implementing reverse logistics in third-party providers such 
as transportation companies. The model provided assistance to third-party logistic 
companies in making the decision whether or not to enter the reverse logistics business.
Jayaraman et al. (2003) discussed the reverse distribution network of an electronic 
equipment remanufacturing company in the US and developed a decision model to 
minimize reverse distribution costs. The model consisted of a single-source plant with a 
restricted number of collection sites and refurbishing sites that could be opened. The 
authors used a heuristic solution methodology to solve the model.
Nagumey and Toyasaki (2005) developed a multi-tiered e-cycling network model 
consisting of four tiers of nodes (sources of the electronic waste, recyclers of the 
electronic waste, processors of the electronic waste and demand market) for a reverse 
supply chain. They obtained the decision-makers’ optimality conditions and provided the 
governing equilibrium conditions, in conjunction with the variational inequality
7
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formulation. The solution generates the material flow and the price. The authors also 
gave some directions for future research. One is to extend the model to a reverse supply 
chain model with random supply of electronic wastes associated with the sources. 
Another extension is to integrate the production and the distribution systems of electronic 
products.
Schultmann et al. (2006) have modeled the reverse logistics aspects of the end-of- 
life vehicle (ELV) treatment in Germany using vehicle routing planning. The authors 
proposed a model in which the objective function minimizes the total length of all the 
tours necessary for the vehicle routing problem (VRP). They also indicated that flexible 
algorithms are necessary to compare different scenarios of establishing a reverse supply 
chain for collecting secondary material.
Lieckens and Vandaele (2007) have extended traditional facility location- 
allocation models (formulated as mixed integer linear programs and determining which 
facilities to open that minimize the cost while supply, demand and capacity constraints 
are satisfied) by introducing queuing relationships into the network in order to 
incorporate a product’s cycle time and inventory holding costs, in addition to dealing 
with the higher degree of uncertainty and congestion, typical characteristics of these 
networks. The mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP-model) is presented for a 
single-product-single-level-location model of a reverse network. The authors used the 
differential evolution (DE) algorithm to solve the MINLP-model.
In the area of remanufacturing, Guide and Srivastava (1998) discussed the 
scheduling policies for remanufacturing shops based on the information from turbine jet 
engine remanufacturing. In the context of a remanufacturing environment, they examined 
the location of inventory buffers and their impact on other managerial operating decisions.
Mahadevan, et al. (2003) investigated an inventory system with manufacturing 
and remanufacturing and employed a “push” policy. They examined the operation of the 
system as a function of return rates, backorder costs, manufacturing and remanufacturing 
lead times. The authors tested their heuristics by means of simulation using PROMODEL.
Smith and Keoleian (2004) developed a life-cycle assessment model (LCA) to 
investigate the energy saving and pollution prevention that are achieved through 
remanufacturing an engine compared to an OEM manufacturing a new one. The model
8
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result showed a 68%~83% reduction in energy use and a 73%~87% reduction in carbon 
dioxide emissions. The results also indicated more than 50% reduction for each of 
remaining emissions. The consumption of raw material was reduced by 26%~90% and 
solid waste generation was reduced by 65%~88% as well.
2.2 Closed-loop supply chain
Spengler (2003) presented the design and implementation of a decision support 
system for electronic scrap recycling companies in Germany. The author developed a 
mixed-integer linear programming model which maximizes the total achievable marginal 
income subject to mass balance equations and capacity restrictions for the recycling 
process of dismantling and bulk recycling of discarded products. The model was solved 
using LINGO.
Beamon and Fernandes (2004) presented a closed-loop supply chain in which 
manufacturers produce new products and remanufacture used products. They made 
decisions about which warehouses and collection centers should be open, and which 
warehouses should have sorting capabilities and how much material should be 
transported between each pair of sites using the multi-period mixed-integer programming 
model. There are four echelons including manufacturers, warehouses, customer zones 
and collection centers in their model.
Sheu, et al. (2005) proposed a linear multi-objective programming model to deal 
with integrated logistics operational problems of Green-supply chain management (G- 
SCM). The model was developed to optimize the operations of both the integrated 
logistics and the corresponding used-product reverse logistics in a given chain of five 
layers based on a real world case study for a computer manufacturer.
Zhang and Lashkari (2005) investigated a closed-loop supply chain of a lead-acid 
battery manufacturing process. The model is a multi-objective (minimizing the total cost 
and minimizing the pollution emission), multi-echelon mixed integer linear program. The 
results may be used to make decisions regarding raw material procurement, production, 
recycling and inventory levels, and the transportation modes between the echelons.
Vlachos, et al. (2007) presented a system dynamics model for dynamic capacity 
planning of remanufacturing in closed-loop supply chains. They focus on a single product
9
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closed-loop supply chain in which the forward chain has two echelons: producer and 
distributor. The reuse activity is remanufacturing. They dealt with the development of 
efficient capacity planning policies for remanufacturing facilities in reverse supply chains, 
taking into account not only economic but also environmental issues.
Ko and Evans (2007) presented a mixed integer nonlinear programming model for 
dynamic supply chain management by third party logistics providers (3PLs), which 
belongs to a class of multi-period, two-echelon, multi-commodity, capacitated location 
models. This model has the objective of minimizing the total costs incurred in the 
forward and reverses flows. Since such network design problems belong to a class of NP 
hard problems, a genetic algorithm-based heuristic is proposed to solve it.
Liste§ (2007) presented a generic two-stage (plant and market) stochastic 
programming model for the design of closed loop networks and used a decomposition- 
based approach to solve this problem. The author considered only a single planning 
period in the proposed model. The model explained a number of alternative scenarios 
which may be constructed based on critical levels of design parameters such as demand 
and returns.
Lu and Bostel (2007) develop an algorithm to solve the two-level location model 
with three types of facility which are producers, remanufacturing centers and 
intermediate to be sited, considering “forward” and “reverse” flows that cover 
remanufacturing activities. For further development, the authors also point out that this 
research can be extended to facility location problems with capacity as well as to other 
types of reverse logistics systems. The objective of the location model is to minimize the 
costs of setting up facilities, shipping and receiving products.
10
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CHAPTER 3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 The life cycle of aluminum engines
The aluminum engine manufacturing, recycling, and remanufacturing under 
consideration in this research is depicted in Figure 3.1.
The aluminum casting plant purchases aluminum ingots and recycled aluminum, 
and mixes them to make new aluminum cylinder blocks and cylinder heads, which are 
then delivered to the engine plants according to a schedule.
The engine plant produces engines depending on customer demand. It purchases 
other aluminum engine parts from outside suppliers. The engine plant maintains safety 
stocks for both the components and the assembled engines. The safety stock is normally 
equal to a two-day production level. The plant also sends new engines to dealerships for 
replacing warranty returns.
The assembled engines are delivered to auto assembly plants to be installed in 
vehicles. After assembly, vehicles are sent to dealerships. Customers purchase vehicles 
from the dealers. Dealership sends warranty replacements from customers to collection 
centers, and the dealership orders new engines from engine plants to replace the warranty 
returns.
The end-of-life vehicles are returned to collection centers. Nowadays, a collection 
center uses an elaborate electronic system to help in deciding what to dismantle. If the 
engine can be rebuilt then the collection center takes the engine out and sends it to a 
remanufacturing center. If not suitable for remanufacturing, the engine will be left in the 
vehicle which will be flattened.
Flattened hulks are shipped to shredders which pulverize them into fist-sized 
pieces in minutes. Valuable ferrous and non-ferrous metals are removed magnetically 
using complex floatation systems, and the shredder “fluff’ is sent to landfills.
11
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Figure 3.1 A closed-loop supply chain for aluminum engines
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3.2 Problem statement
3.2.1 Components o f  the proposed model
The closed-loop model includes:
• 1 aluminum casting plant
• 5 engine plants
• 13 auto assembly plants
• 3 collection centers
• 2 recycling centers
• 2 remanufacturing centers
Table 3.1 presents the system under consideration. The engines are divided into 
three product families, aluminum-aluminum engine (i.e., aluminum cylinder head and 
aluminum cylinder block), aluminum-iron engine (i.e., aluminum cylinder head and iron 
cylinder block) and iron-iron engine (i.e., iron cylinder head and iron cylinder block). In 
the proposed research, we only consider the first two families. There are 5 Ford engine 
plants in the U.S., which produce 7 engine types within 2 product families. These are 
then sent to 13 auto assembly plants. For example, engine plant 1 produces engine types 
1 and 2 belonging to product family 1. Engine type 1 is sent to auto assembly plant 12, 
and engine type 2 is sent to auto assembly plant 8. Mazda 6 and Mustang are assembled 
at auto assembly plant 1. Auto assembly plants 9, 10, and 11 are not within the United 
States.
Ford no longer owns an aluminum casting plant, and there are only two aluminum 
casting plants in North America that are part of the Nemak joint venture (see Table 3.2), 
all operating in Canada. One plant sends its products to some of the 5 engine plants in the 
U.S. The aluminum casting plant sends engine parts for engine type 3 to engine plant 2, 
for engine type 4 to engine plants 2 and 3, for engine type 6 to engine plant 5. The rest of 
the aluminum engine parts are purchased by Ford from outside suppliers. These suppliers 
do not belong to Ford, and therefore are not included in our study.
Although auto assembly plants 9, 10, and 11 and the aluminum casting plant are 
not within the United States, their costs are included in this study because the operation 
of the 5 engine plants are within the United States.
13
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Although there are many collection, recycling and remanufacturing centers within 
the United States, we only use 3 collection centers, 2 recycling centers and 2 
remanufacturing centers to represent the entire group. While they do not belong to Ford, 
the closed-loop supply chain must be established in order to support the end-of-life 
vehicle returns. From another perspective, the costs in the reverse channel also have an 
effect on the forward channel.
Engine plant, 
m
Product family, 
9
Engine type, 
n
Auto assembly plants, 
a
1 1. 2.0LI4
12. Ford Focus
2. 2.3LI4 8. Ford Ranger
3. 2.5LY6
10. Jaguar X-Type, 
Mondeo
2 1
(Aluminum cylinder 
head and aluminum 
cylinder block 
engine)
4. 3.0LV6
1. Mazda 6 
4. Escape
9. Ford Fusion, 
Mercury Milan, 
Lincoln Zephyr
10. Jaguar X-Type, 
Jaguar S-Type, 
Jaguar XJ-Type, 
Mondeo
3 4. 3.0LV6
2. Ford Freestyle, 
Mercury Montego 
Ford Five Hundred
4 5. 3.5 LV6 11. Edge, MKX
5 6. 4.6LV8
1. Mustang
5
2
(Aluminum cylinder 
head and iron 
cylinder block 
engine)
6. 4.6LV8
3. F-150
4. F-150
5. F-150
6. Ford Explorer,
Ford Explorer Sport Trac, 
Mercury Mountaineer
7. Ford E-Series
13. Lincoln Town Car
7. 5.4LY8 1. Mustang
Table 3.1 Products produced at engine plants
14
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Aluminum casting plant,
s
Aluminum engine parts,
i
Parts for engine type,
tt
1 1. Aluminum Cylinder Blocks
3. 2.5LV6
4. 3.0LV6 
6. 4.6LV8
Outside Suppliers
(not apart of Ford 
operations)
2. Other Aluminum 
Cylinder Heads and Blocks
Other Cylinder Heads 
Other Cylinder Blocks
Outside Suppliers
(not apart of Ford 
operations)
3. Other Aluminum Parts
Oil Pumps, Water Pumps, 
Pistons, Rocker Arm 
Covers, Front Covers
Table 3.2 Aluminum engine parts providec by suppliers
3.2.2 Characteristics o f the proposed model
The main characteristics of the proposed model are as follows:
• closed-loop supply chain consideration
• different transportation lead times at different locations in the chain
• both the virgin raw material and the recycled materials will be considered 
as incoming material flow into the casting operations
• deterministic demand for finish goods and end-of-life products recycled
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CHAPTER 4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
4.1 Mathematical modeling
4.1.1 Assumptions
The following assumptions have been considered in the model’s formulation:
1. All in-transit inventory transportation costs are accounted for at the source. The in­
transit shipments from engine plants to auto assembly plants, for example, are 
charged to engine plants they originated from. The in-transit inventory in three of 
these stages — from engine plants to remanufacturing centers, from collection centers 
to remanufacturing centers and from remanufacturing centers to dealerships — is 
small enough in number to be insignificant to our study.
2. All transportation cost are accounted for at the source too. The transportation costs 
from engine plants to auto assembly plants, for example, are charged to engine plants.
3. The number of returned end-of-life vehicles is calculated based on the number of 
vehicles that are retired every year multiplied by Ford’s market share.
4. The rate of material loss is 0.10 during the manufacturing at the aluminum casting 
plant.
5. The remanufacturing centers do not keep inventories of engine parts i=3 for 
rebuilding engines.
6. No inventories are held at the collection center, since these centers act as decision 
points in the chain.
7. At the engine plants, the labor requirements are met through regular-time, overtime, 
additional labor hiring and layoffs. At the aluminum casting plant and at the 
remanufacturing centers the labor requirements are met through regular time and 
overtime. A worker operates 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.
8. The labor costs accounted for in the model are related to engine production, which 
includes the labor costs at the aluminum casting plants, engine plants, and the 
remanufacturing centers. The relevant labor costs at the auto assembly plants and the 
collection centers are included in the handling costs.
16
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9. New engines sent from the engine plants to dealerships to replace warranty returns, 
engine warranty returns sent from customers to dealerships, and engine warranty 
replacements sent from dealerships to collection centers are small enough in numbers 
to be insignificant in our study. Their values are therefore assumed to be equal to zero.
4.1.2 Notations
a e  A Index for auto assembly plants, where:
a= 1 for engine type «=6, product family q - l ; 
a= 1 for engine type n=l, product family q=2; 
a= l, 4, 9, 10 for engine type n=4, product family q= 1; 
o=2 for engine type n= 4, product family q= 1; 
o=3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13 for engine type n =6, product family q=2; 
o=8 for engine type n=2, product family q= 1; 
o=10 for engine type n=3, product family #=1; 
o=l 1 for engine type n=5, product family q= 1; 
o=12 for engine type n=1, product family g=l; 
c e  C Index for collection centers, c= 1,... ,C;
<7 <?Z) Index for dealerships, d= 1,.. . ,D;
i € I  Index for aluminum engine parts; i - l ,  when 5=1; and engine parts i=2, 3 are
purchased from outside suppliers; 
k e  K  Index for transport modes, &= 1 means trucks, and A=2 means trains
m e M  Index for the number of engine plants, where:
m=\ for engine types n= 1,2, product family q= 1; 
m=2 for engine types n=3, 4, product family q= 1; 
w=3 for engine type n=4, product family q= 1; 
m=4 for engine type n -5, product family q= 1;
m=5 for engine type n -6, product family ^=1, and for engine types n-6, 7, 
product family q=2;
« e J V Index for the engine types, where n= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 when product family q= 1;
and n=6, 7 when product family q-2;
17
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q e  Q Index for the product families, q - 1, 2;
r e R  Index for recycling centers, r=\,...,R;
s e S  Index for aluminum casting plant, 5=1;
t e T  Index for time periods (day) ,t=  1,... ,20;
u e U  Index for remanufacturing centers, u=l,...,U.
4.2 Mathematical formulations
4.2.1 Model description
The objective function is to minimize the total cost which includes purchasing costs, 
transportation costs, inventory costs, in-transit inventory costs, labor costs and handling costs 
and minus the revenue from selling engine parts. These components are described below. 
Purchasing Costs:
Ipurchasing aluminum ingots from suppliers and recycled aluminum from recycling centers 
by an aluminum casting plant|
+ Transportation Costs:
(transporting engine parts from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants| + (transporting 
engines from engine plants to auto assembly plants | + (transporting vehicles from auto 
assembly plants to dealerships! + (transporting flattened hulks from collection centers to 
recycling centers | + (transporting engine parts from engine plants to remanufacturing plants | + 
(transporting rebuildable engines from collection centers to remanufacturing plants| + 
(transporting rebuilt engines from remanufacturing plants to dealerships!
+ Inventory Costs:
(inventory holding cost of recycled aluminum, aluminum ingots and cylinder blocks at the 
aluminum casting plant| + (inventory holding cost of engine parts and assembled engines at 
engine plants| + (inventory holding cost of assembled engines and new vehicles at auto 
assembly plants| + (inventory holding cost of rebuildable engines and rebuilt engines at 
remanufacturing centers |
+ In-transit Inventory Costs:
|in-transit transportation of engine parts from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants| + 
|in-transit transportation of assembled engines from engine plants to auto assembly plants| +
18
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|in-transit transportation of new vehicles from auto assembly plants to dealerships! + |in- 
transit transportation of flattened hulks from collection centers to recycling centers!
+ Labor Costs:
[labor cost at the aluminum casting plant! + |labor cost at engine plants! + |labor cost at 
remanufacturing centers!
+ Handling Costs:
|handling cost of new vehicles at auto assembly plants| + [handling cost of end-of-life 
vehicles collected from customers at collection centers!
- Revenue at engine plants
|selling the engine parts from engine plants to remanufacturing centers!
The following classes of constraints are in effect:
1. Production capacity at the aluminum casting plant, engine plants, auto assembly plants, 
collection centers, recycling centers and remanufacturing centers
2. Storage capacity at the aluminum casting plant, engine plants, auto assembly plants and 
remanufacturing centers
3. Production labor hour at the aluminum casting plant, engine plants and remanufacturing 
centers
4. Transport carriers ’ capacity
5. Inventory capacity
a. Inventory balance at the aluminum casting plant, engine plants, auto assembly plants, 
and remanufacturing centers
b. In-transit inventory balance:
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants; 
from engine plants to auto assembly plants; 
from auto assembly plants to dealerships; 
from collection centers to recycling centers
c. Safety stock at the aluminum casting plant, engine plants, auto assembly plants and 
remanufacturing centers
4.2.2 The objective function
4.2.2.1 PURCHASING COSTS
19
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Parameters:
PI: Percentage of aluminum ingots in the total amount of aluminum
purchased by the aluminum casting plant s 
P2: Percentage of recycled aluminum in the total amount of aluminum
purchased by the aluminum casting plant s 
CPI : Per unit weight purchasing cost of aluminum ingots from the suppliers
CP2: Per unit weight purchasing cost of recycled aluminum from recycling
centers
Decision variables:
XCst: The amount of aluminum, in lbs, purchased by aluminum casting plant s
in time period t
[1] At the aluminum casting plant 5, and in each period t, the total purchasing cost of the 
aluminum input consists of the purchasing cost of aluminum ingots and the purchasing cost 
of recycled aluminum:
S  T
x CPI x XCst + P 2x  CP2x XCst)
s = 1 1=1
4.2.22 TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
Parameters:
CTRlsmk: Per unit cost of transportation from aluminum casting plant s to engine
plant m using transport mode k ($/Full Truck Load, or $/FTL)
CTR2mak: Per unit cost of transportation from engine plant m to auto assembly plant
a using transport mode k ($/FTL)
CTR3adk: Per unit cost of transportation from auto assembly plant a to dealership d
using transport mode k (S/FTL)
CTR4crk: Per unit cost of transportation from collection center c to recycling center
r using transport mode k ($/FTL)
CTR5muk: Per unit cost of transportation from engine plant m to remanufacturing
center u using transport mode k ($/FTL)
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CTR6cuk:
CTR7udk:
Per unit cost of transportation from collection center c to remanufacturing 
center u using transport mode k ($/FTL)
Per unit cost of transportation from remanufacturing center u to 
dealership d  using transport mode k ($/FTL)
Decision variables:
XTRlsmkt: Number of FTL shipments from aluminum casting plant s to engine plant
m using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR2makt: Number of FTL shipments from engine plant m to auto assembly plant a
using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR3adkt■ Number of FTL shipments from auto assembly plant a to dealership d
using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR4crkt: Number of FTL shipments from collection center c to recycling center r
using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR5muki' Number of FTL shipments from engine plant m to remanufacturing 
center u using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR6cukt: Number of FTL shipments from collection center c to remanufacturing
center u using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR7udkt: Number of FTL shipments from remanufacturing center u to dealership d
using transport mode k in time period t
[1] The transportation cost of the total number of FTL shipments from aluminum casting 
plant s to engine plant m using transport mode k in time period t:
S  M  K  T
smkt
j= l  m =1 k = 1 t= 1
[2] The transportation cost of the total number of FTL shipments from engine plant m to auto 
assembly plant a using transport mode k in time period t:
M  A K  T
makt
m=1 a =1 k = 1 t= 1
[3] The transportation cost of the total number of FTL shipments from auto assembly plant a 
to dealership d  using transport mode k in time period t:
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a = 1 d = \  ifc=l (=1
[4] The transportation cost of the total number of FTL shipments from collection center c to 
recycling center r using transport mode k in time period t:
Z Z Z Z 0 ™ 4* * ™ 4.*
c -1  r= l k = 1 t =1
[5] The transportation cost of the total number of FTL shipments from engine plant m to 
remanufacturing center u using transport mode k in time period t:
M  U K  T
ZZZZcra5--™!5—
m =\ u =1 k - 1 t =1
[6] The transportation cost of the total number of FTL shipments from collection center c to 
remanufacturing center u using transport mode k in time period t:
ZZ 'tt,CTR6alXTR6^
c= 1 U=1 k = 1 f= l
[7] The transportation cost of the total number of FTL shipments from remanufacturing 
center u to dealership d  using transport mode k in time period /:
ZZZZ CTRl^ XTRl^
u=1 d = 1 k = 1 (=1
4.2.2.3 INVENTORY COSTS 
Parameters:
IVRSs: Inventory carrying cost rate at the aluminum casting plant .v
IVRMm: Inventory carrying cost rate at the engine plant m
IVRAa: Inventory carrying cost rate at the auto assembly plant a
IVRUU: Inventory carrying cost rate at the remanufacturing center u
PPin: Per unit price of the engine part i for engine type n
PNEnq: Per unit price of the new engine type n in product family q
PVnq: The average price of a new vehicle with engine type n in product family
q
PNRE: Per unit average price of rebuildable engines
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PRE: Per unit average price of rebuilt engines
STRS: Number of days to keep inventories of aluminum ingots at the
aluminum casting plant 
STRRS: Number of days to keep inventories of recycled aluminum at the
aluminum casting plant 
STPS: Number of days to keep inventories of engine parts at the aluminum
casting plant
STPM: Number of days to keep inventories of engine parts at the engine plants
STEM: Number of days to keep inventories of new engines at the engine plants
STEA: Number of days to keep inventories of new engines at the auto assembly
plants
STVA: Number of days to keep inventories of new vehicles at the auto
assembly plants
STEU: Number of days to keep inventories of rebuilt engines at the
remanufacturing centers
XIV2.St•
XIV3,inst-
Decision variables:
XIVlst: Inventory of aluminum ingots, in lbs, held at the aluminum casting plant
5 at the end of time period t
Inventory of recycled aluminum, in lbs, held at the aluminum casting 
plant s at the end of time period t
Number of units of engine part / for engine type n held as inventory at 
the aluminum casting plant s in time period t
Number of units of aluminum engine part z for engine type n held as 
inventory at the engine plant m at the end of time period t 
XIV5nqmt: Number of units of engine type n in product family q held as inventory
at the engine plant m at the end of time period t 
XIV6nqat: Number of units of engine type n in product family q held as inventory
at the auto assembly plant a at the end of time period t 
XIV7„qat: Number of units of vehicles with engine type n in product family q held
as inventory at the auto assembly plant a at the end of time period t
XIV4itinmt-
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XlV8ut: Number of units of rebuildable engines held at the remanufacturing
center u at the end of time period t 
XIV9ut: Number of units of rebuilt engines held at the remanufacturing center u
at the end of time period t
[1] Inventory cost of aluminum ingots at the aluminum casting plant s equals the amount of 
aluminum ingots multiplied by the per unit weight price of ingots, multiplied by the number 
of days ingots are kept as inventories, multiplied by the inventory carrying cost rate at the 
plant in time period t.
£ £ c i > l x  IVRSs x STRS x XIV\st
1=1 i=i
[2] Inventory cost of recycled aluminum at the aluminum casting plant s equals the amount 
of recycled aluminum multiplied by the per unit weight price of recycled aluminum, 
multiplied by the number of days recycled aluminum is kept as inventories, multiplied by the 
inventory carrying cost rate at the plant in time period t.
S  T
X  CP2 x IVRSs x STRRS x XIV2st
i=i <=i
[3] Inventory cost of engine part i at aluminum casting plant s equals the number of engine 
part i for engine type n held at the plant multiplied by the per unit price of engine part i for 
engine type n, multiplied by the number of days engine parts are kept at the plant, multiplied 
by the inventory carrying cost rate at the plant in time period t.
' t f d't'tp P ,„ IV R S ,S T P S  x XIV1,„,
i= l n =1 5=1 t - 1
[4] Inventory cost of engine part i at engine plant m equals the number of engine part i for 
engine type n held at engine plant m multiplied by the per unit price of engine part i for 
engine type n, multiplied by the number of days engine parts are kept at the plant, multiplied 
by the inventory carrying cost rate at the plant in time period t.
I  N  M  T
T X I L ' L pp<-irR M - STPM x XIV*>~
i= l n=\ m= 1 /=1
[5] Inventory cost of engine type n in product family q at engine plant m equals the number 
of engine type n in product family q, multiplied by the per unit price of engine type n in
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product family q, multiplied by the number of days new engines are kept at the engine plant, 
multiplied by the inventory carrying cost rate at the plant in time period t.
N  Q M  T
Y Z ' L ' L PNEmIVRM. STEM *
n-\ <7=1 m=\ t=1
[6] Inventory cost of engine type n in product family q at auto assembly plant a equals the 
number of engine type n in product family q, multiplied by the per unit price of engine type n 
in product family q, multiplied by the number of days new engines are kept at the plant, 
multiplied by the inventory carrying cost rate at the plant in time period t.
I  f  I  I  p n e ^ iv r a . s t e a  x XIV 6
n=1 q=1 a=1 (=1
[7] Inventory cost of vehicles with engine type n in product family q at auto assembly plant a 
equals the number of vehicles with engine type n in product family q, multiplied by the per 
unit price of the vehicle with engine type n in product family q, multiplied by the number of 
days new vehicles are kept at the plant, multiplied by the inventory carrying cost rate at the 
plant in time period t.
f X ' t 'Z P V J V R A .S T V A  x X IV lm.
n=1 q=1 a=l (=1
[8] Inventory cost of rebuildable engines at the remanufacturing center u equals the number 
of rebuildable engines, multiplied by the per unit price of rebuildable engines, multiplied by 
the number of days rebuildable engines are kept at the remanufacturing center, multiplied by 
the inventory carrying cost rate at the center in time period t.
U T
£  X  PNRE x I V R U u STNEU x XIV8ut
u = 1 <=1
[9] Inventory cost of rebuilt engines at the remanufacturing center u equals the number of 
rebuilt engines, multiplied by the per unit price of rebuilt engines, multiplied by the number 
of days rebuilt engines are kept at the remanufacturing center, multiplied by the inventory 
carrying cost rate at the center in time period t.
U T
PRE x IVRUUSTEU x XIV9ut
u = 1 (=1
4.2.2.4 IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS
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Parameters:
LTlsmk:
LT2mak:
LT3adk:
LT4crk:
IVRCc:
PFH:
Transportation lead time from aluminum casting plant s to engine plant 
m using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from engine plant m to auto assembly plant a 
using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from auto assembly plant a to dealership d  
using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from collection center c to recycling center r 
using transport mode k (days)
Inventory carrying cost rate at collection center c 
Per unit average price of a flattened hulk
Decision variables:
XITlsinmkt: Number of units of engine part i for engine type n in transit between
aluminum casting plant s and engine plant m using transport mode k in 
time period t
XIT2mnqakt: Number of units of engine type n in product family q in transit between 
engine plant m and auto assembly plant a using transport mode k in time 
period t
XIT3anqdkt- Number of units of vehicles with engine type n in product family q in 
transit between auto assembly plant a and dealership d  using transport 
mode k in the time period t
XIT4crkt: Number of units flattened hulks in transit between collection center c
and recycling center r using transport mode k in the time period t
[1] In-transit inventory cost of engine part i for engine type n from aluminum casting plant s 
to engine plant m equals the number of units of engine part i for engine type n in transit, 
multiplied by the per unit price of engine part i for engine type n, multiplied by the inventory 
carrying cost rate at the casting plant, multiplied by the transportation lead time from the 
casting plant to the engine plant using transport mode k, in time period t.
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S  I  N  M  K  T
X X X X X X ^ ' W 7’1-  XIT\smmkt
5= 1  /= 1  n - 1 m = 1 k= \ t =1
[2] In-transit inventory cost of engine type n in product family q from engine plant m to auto 
assembly plant a equals the number of units of engine type n in product family q in transit, 
multiplied by the per unit price of engine type n in product family q, multiplied by the 
inventory carrying cost rate at the engine plant, multiplied by the transportation lead time 
from the engine plant to the auto assembly plant using transport mode k, in time period t.
M  N  Q A K  TIXXXXX PNE„ IVRM.LT2„„t X I T 2 ^
m =\ n - 1 <7=1 a - 1 k = 1 t =1
[3] In-transit inventory cost of vehicles from auto assembly plant a to dealership d  equals the 
number of units of vehicles with engine type n in product family q in transit, multiplied by 
the per unit price of the vehicle with engine type n in product family q, multiplied by the 
inventory carrying cost rate at the auto assembly plant, multiplied by the transportation lead 
time from the auto assembly plant to dealerships d  using transport mode k, in time period t.
X X £  Y L ' L p v J VRA. L n ^ x 77-3
a = 1 n = l q = 1 d = \d k = l  t = 1
[4] In-transit inventory cost of flattened hulks from collection center c to recycling center r 
equals the number of flattened hulks in transit, multiplied by the per unit price of a flattened 
hulk, multiplied by the inventory carrying cost rate at the collection center, multiplied by the 
transportation lead time from the collection center to the recycling center using transport 
mode k, in time period t.
x IVR CcLT 4 crk XIT 4 crkt
C=1 r =1 k = 1 (=1
4.2.2.5 LABOR COSTS 
Parameters:
CRLSst:
CRLMmt:
CRLUut:
COLSst:
Regular labor cost per hour at aluminum casting plant s in time period t 
Regular labor cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t 
Regular labor cost per hour at remanufacturing center u in time period t 
Overtime labor cost per hour at aluminum casting plant s in time period
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COLMmt: Overtime labor cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t
COLUut: Overtime labor cost per hour at remanufacturing center u in time period
t
CHLMmt: Hiring cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t
CLLMmt: Layoff cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t
Decision variables
XRLSst: Number of regular-time labor hours required at aluminum casting plant 
s in time period t
XRLMmt: Number of regular-time labor hours required at engine plant m in time
period t
XRLUut: Number of regular-time labor hours required at remanufacturing center
u in time period t
XOLSst: Number of overtime labor hours required at aluminum casting plant s in
time period t
XOLMmt: Number of overtime labor hours required at engine plant m in time
period t
XOLUut: Number of overtime labor hours required at remanufacturing center u in
time period t
XHLMmt: Number of additional labor hours acquired at engine plant m in time
period t through hiring
XLLMmt: Number of labor hours lost at engine plant m in time period t through
layoffs
[1] At the aluminum casting plant s, the regular-time labor cost equals the number of regular 
time labor hours required at the plant in time period t, multiplied by the labor cost per hour at 
the plant.
S  T
Y , ' Z c r l s „x r l s >
t=\
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[2] At the aluminum casting plant s, the overtime labor cost equals the number of overtime 
labor hours required at the plant in time period t, multiplied by the overtime labor cost per 
hour at the plant.
fX C O L S .X O L S ,
S=1 (=1
[3] At the engine plant m, the regular-time labor cost equals the number of regular time labor 
hours required at the plant in time period t, multiplied by the labor cost per hour at the plant.
M  T
Y X C R L M m,XRLMm
m =1 t= \
[4] At the engine plant m, the overtime labor cost equals the number of overtime labor hours 
required at the plant in time period t, multiplied by the overtime labor cost per hour at the 
plant.
M  T
Y X cO L M „ X O L M m,
m =1 (=1
[5] At the engine plant m, the cost of hiring additional labor equals the number of additional 
labor hours required at the plant in time period t, multiplied by the per unit cost of acquiring 
additional labor hours at the plant.
M  T
Y L C H L M mtXHLM„
m =  1 t= 1
[6] At the engine plant m, the cost of laying off labor equals the number of labor hours 
reduced through layoff in time period t, multiplied by the corresponding per unit cost at the 
plant.
M  T
%Y,CLLM„XLLM„,
m =1 (=1
[7] At the remanufacturing center u, the regular-time labor cost equals the number of regular 
time labor hours required at the center in time period t, multiplied by the regular time labor 
cost per hour at the center.
f i . C R L U uXRLU,
W=1 t=\
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[8] At the remanufacturing center u, the overtime labor cost equals the number of overtime 
labor hours required at the center in time period t, multiplied by the overtime labor cost per 
hour at the center.
Y Z c o l u  „ x o l u .
u=1 t=1
4.22.6 HANDLING COSTS 
Parameters:
CHlnqa: Cost of handling a unit of vehicle with engine type n in product family q
at auto assembly plant a 
CH2c: Cost of handling a unit of end-of-life vehicle at collection center c
ELVct: Number of end-of-life vehicles collected at collection center c in time
period t (equals to the expected number of vehicles retired over time
multiplied by Ford’s market share1)
WRT: The number of engine warranty replacements (units)
Decision variables:
XPS2mnqakt- Number of engine type n in product family q sent from engine plant m 
to auto assembly plant a using transport mode k in time period t
[1] At the auto assembly plant a, the total handling cost equals the number of units of engine 
type n in product family q shipped from engine plant m to auto assembly plant a using 
transport mode k in time period t, multiplied by the handling cost of a unit of vehicle with 
engine type n in product family q at the auto assembly plant.
M N Q A K T
Y 2 l 2 X L c m ^ XPS2- ^
m=1 n=1 q=I a=\ k=1 t=1
[2] At the collection center c, the total handling cost equals the number of end-of-life 
vehicles collected at the center in time period t, multiplied by the handling cost for a unit 
end-of-life vehicle at collection center c multiplied by the number of end-of-life vehicles and 
engine warranty returns collected at the center.
1 Information is available at http://www.ford.eom/en/companv/about/sustainabilitv/reDort/proData.htm#B
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c= 1 t= \
42.2.7 REVENUES 
Parameters:
CP3miUk: The price of a unit of engine part i=3 shipped from engine plant m to
remanufacturing center u using transport mode k
Decision variables:
XPS5miu/a: Number of engine part i=3 shipped from engine plant m to
remanufacturing center u using transport mode k in time period t
[1] The revenue from selling engine parts to remanufacturing center u equals the number of 
engine part /=3 shipped from engine plant m to remanufacturing center u using transport 
mode k in period t, multiplied by the unit price of engine part i=3 at engine plant m.
M  I  U K  T
m'x 7Pe<
miukt
m =\ i - \  u - 1 ^=1 ?=1
4.2.3 The constraints
4.2.3.1 PRODUCTION AND PROCESS CAPACITY RESTRICTIONS 
Parameters:
PClst: Production capacity at aluminum casting plant s in time period t
PC2mt: Production capacity at engine plant m in time period t
PC3at: Production capacity at auto assembly plant a in time period t
PC4ct: Process capacity at collection center c in time period t
PC5ut: Production capacity at remanufacturing center u in time period t
Decision variables:
XPS1 sinmkt- Number of engine parts i for engine type n produced at aluminum 
casting plant s and sent to engine plant m using transport mode k in time 
period t
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XPS3anqdkt- Number of vehicles with engine type n in product family q sent from
auto assembly plant a to dealership d  using transport mode k in time
period t
XPS4crkt: Number of flattened hulks sent from collection center c to recycling
center r using transport mode k in time period t 
XPS7udkt.' Number of rebuilt engines sent from remanufacturing center u to
dealership d  using transport mode k in time period t
[1] At the aluminum casting plant s, the number of engine parts i for engine type n shipped 
from the plant to engine plant m using transport mode k in time period t may not exceed the 
production capacity of the plant in time period t.
1 N  M  K
’E ’Z T , 2 XPSl^ 5 p a -  - o )
1=1 n =1 m=1 k =1
[2] At the engine plant m, the number of engines of type n in product family q shipped from 
the plant to the auto assembly plant a using transport mode k in time period t may not exceed 
the production capacity of the plant in time period t.
t , j l ' t ' t x P S 2 . m U <P C 2ml V m ,t ...(2)
n=l q - 1 a= l k =1
[3] At the auto assembly plant a, the number of vehicles with engine type n in product family 
q shipped from the plant to dealership d  using transport mode k in time period t may not 
exceed the production capacity of the plant in time period t.
' Z ' Z f . t ,X P S 3 m ra <PC3l,  Va,I ...(3)
n=1 q =1 d =1 k = 1
[4] At the collection center c, the number of flattened hulks transported from the center to the 
recycling center r using transport mode k in time period t may not exceed the process 
capacity of the center in time period t.
R K
Y ^ X P S A ^ ^ P C A ,, V c ,t ...(4)
r=1 k =1
[5] At the remanufacturing center u, the number of rebuilt engines transported from the 
center to the dealership d  using transport mode k in time period t may not exceed the 
production capacity of the center in time period t.
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Y L X P S 1 ^ i P C 5 m
d=1 k=1
Vu, t ...(5)
FC1St‘
FC2st:
FC3ninst-
FC4hinmt-
FC5,nqmt-
FC6,nqat-
4.2.3.2 STORAGE SPACE CAPACITY RESTRICTIONS 
Parameters:
Storage space for holding aluminum ingots at aluminum casting plant s 
in time period t (cu.ft.)
Storage space for holding recycled aluminum at aluminum casting plant 
5 at in time period t (cu.ft.)
Storage space for holding engine part i for engine type n at aluminum 
casting plant 51 in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
Storage space for holding engine part i for engine type n at engine plant 
m in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
Storage space for holding engine type n in product family q at engine 
plant m in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
Storage space for holding engine type n in product family q at auto 
assembly plant a in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
Storage space for holding vehicles with engine type n in product family 
q at auto assembly plant a in time period t (sq.ft./unit)
Storage space for holding rebuildable engines at remanufacturing center 
u in time period t (cu.ft.)
Storage space for holding rebuilt engines at remanufacturing center u in 
time period t (cu.ft.)
The volume of a unit weight of aluminum ingot (cu.ft./lb)
The volume of a unit weight of recycled aluminum (cu.ft./lb)
The volume of a unit of engine type n in product family q (cu.ft./unit) 
The volume of a unit of engine part i for engine type n (cu.ft./unit)
The average amount of floor space a vehicle occupies (sq.ft./unit)
The average volume of an engine (cu.ft./unit)
FC7,nqat-
FC8,ut-
FC9ut:
VP1:
VP2:
VP3„q:
VP4in:
VP5:
VP 7:
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s  Z Z ™ -  Vs, t ...(8)
[1] At the aluminum casting plant s, the amount of space needed by the inventory of the 
aluminum ingots in time period t may not exceed the storage capacity at the plant.
V P U X IV \s t< F C \st Vs, t ...(6)
[2] At the aluminum casting plant s, the amount of space needed by the inventory of the 
recycled aluminum in time period t may not exceed the storage capacity at the plant.
V P 2xXIV2s l<FC2st Vs, t ...(7)
[3] At the aluminum casting plant s, the amount of space needed by the inventory of engine 
part i engine type n in time period t may not exceed the allotted storage at the plant.
t ± V P 4 inXIV3inst < ± ±
i- 1 n=\ i=\ n- 1
[4] At the engine plant m, the amount of space needed by the inventory of engine part i 
engine type n in time period t may not exceed allotted storage space at the plant.
V m ’ > - w
(=1 m=1 ;=1 n= 1
[5] At the engine plant m, the amount of space needed by the inventory of engine type n in 
product family q in time period t may not exceed the allotted storage space at the plant.
Z I> -P 3 „ t < Z f ^ C 5 w„  Vm, t ...(10)
M=1 q=1 n=l ?=1
[6] At the auto assembly plant a, the amount of space needed by the inventory of engine type 
n in product family q in time period t should be within the allotted storage space at the plant.
Z Z W > 3 „ X /F 6 ,„ , < Z f > C 6 „ ,  Va, I  ...(11)
n= 1 q=1 n=1 q=1
[7] At the auto assembly plant a, the amount of space needed by the inventory of vehicles 
with engine type n in product family q in time period t should be within the allotted storage 
space at the plant.
Z Z VP5XIV7M(a sZ£fC7w Va, I  ...(12)
«=1 <7=1 n- 1 <7=1
[8] At the remanufacturing center u, the amount of space needed by the inventory of 
rebuildable engines in time period t may not exceed the storage capacity at the center.
VP1 x XIVSul < FC8ut V u,t 13)
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[9] At the remanufacturing center u, the amount of space needed by the inventory of rebuilt 
engines in time period t may not exceed the storage capacity at the center.
VP1 x XIV9ut < FC9ut Vu, t .. .(14)
4.2.3.3 PRODUCTION LABOR HOUR RESTRICTIONS 
Parameters:
RHSins: Per unit production time of engine part i for engine type n at the
aluminum casting plant s (in hrs.)
RHMnqm: Per unit production time of engine type n in product family q at the
engine plant m (in hrs.)
RHUU: Per unit time to rebuild engines at the remanufacturing center u (in hrs.)
MLHSst: Maximum limit of labor hours allowed at the aluminum casting plant s
in time period t
MLHMmt: Maximum limit of labor hours allowed at the engine plant m in time
period t
MLHUut: Maximum limit of labor hours allowed at the remanufacturing center u
in time period t
fss: Ratio of overtime labor hours to regular time labor hours at the
aluminum casting plant s
fmm: Ratio of overtime labor hours to regular time labor hours at the engine
plant m
fuu: Ratio of overtime labor hours to regular time labor hours at the
remanufacturing center u
Decision variables:
XMnqmt: Number of units of engine type n in product family q produced at engine
plant m in time period t
XPS6cukt: Number of rebuildable engines processed at collection center c and sent
to remanufacturing center u using transport mode k in time period t
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[1] The regular time labor hours at the aluminum casting plant s in time period t should not 
exceed the maximum allowable limit.
XRLSst< MLHSst Vs, t ...(15)
[2] The overtime labor hours at the aluminum casting plant s in time period t are normally 
represented as a percentage of the regular time hours.
XOLSst<fssXRLSst Vs, t .. .(16)
[3] At the aluminum casting plant s, the regular and overtime labor hours together should be 
sufficient to meet the production requirement.
I  N  M  K
X R IS„+ X0LS„ > Y , ’Z Z t , RHSl~XPSl^  V* > - (1 7 )
(=1 «=1 m=1 k=1
[4] The regular time labor hours at the engine plant m in time period t should not exceed the 
maximum allowable limit.
XRLMmt < MLHMmt Vm ,t ...(18)
[5] The overtime labor hours at the engine plant m in time period t are normally expressed as 
a percentage of the regular time hours.
XOLMmt<fmmXRLMmt Vm, t ...(19)
[6] At the engine plant m, the regular and overtime labor hours, plus any additional labor 
hours acquired through hiring, minus any labor hour reductions through layoffs should be 
sufficient to meet the production requirement.
XRLM„ + XOLMm +XHLMm -X LLM ,, Vm, t ...(20)
n=\ q- 1
[7] At the remanufacturing center u in time period t, the regular time labor hours utilized 
should not exceed the maximum allowable limit.
XRLUut< MLHUut Vu, t ...(21)
[8] At the remanufacturing center u in time period t, the overtime labor hours utilized are 
normally represented as a percentage of the regular time labor hours.
XOLUut<fuuXRLUut Vu, t . ..(22)
[9] At the remanufacturing center u in time period t, the regular time and the overtime labor 
hours together should be sufficient to meet the production requirement.
C K
XRLUut +XOLUut > Y T , RHUuXPS6cukt Vu, t ...(23)
c=\ k- 1
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4.2.3.4 TRANSPORT CARRIERS’ CAPACITY RESTRICTIONS 
Parameters:
NN„qk: Number of engines of type n in product family q that can be loaded in
one FTL of transport mode k 
NNNk: Number of vehicles that can be loaded in one FTL of transport mode k
WP1: The average weight of engine part i=3
WP2: The average weight of an engine
WP3in: The weight of one unit of engine part i= 1 for engine type n
WP4: The average weight of a flattened hulk
WCk-' The weight capacity of transport mode k
VCk: The volume capacity of transport mode k
VP6: The average volume of a flattened hulk (cu.ft./unit)
VP8: The average volume of an engine part i=3 sold from engine plants
(cu. ft/unit)
[la] At the aluminum casting plant s, in time period t, the total weight of all engine parts i for 
engine type n shipped to the engine plant m should not exceed the available transport 
carriers’ weight capacity (which equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode k 
multiplied by the weight capacity of transport mode k).
j ^ f w P l .X P S l ^ Z W C t X T R i ^  V s ,m ,k ,t
*'=1 n=\
or,
w c ------------- Vs, m, k  t
[lb] At the aluminum casting plant s, in time period t, the total volume of all engine parts i 
for engine type n shipped to the engine plant m should not exceed the available transport 
carriers’ volume capacity (which equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode 
k multiplied by the volume capacity of transport mode k).
Y f v P A inXPS\siRmkt < VCkXTR\smkt Vs, m, k, t
i=l n=1
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or,
1 N
’T/PA VPe,
_______  sin mAt
^  /=1 fi=l___________XTRlsmkt > JzL2z!    m, A; f
E E w m ^ p s i
vc*
[1] The number of required FTL shipments between the aluminum casting plant s and the 
engine plant m is the larger of two numbers computed in [la] and [lb] above.
X T ® -** ~  m ax
'L ' tw P l .X P S X ,^  j ^ t v P i ^ X P S X ^  '
1=1 n=1_______________________  /=! n=1______________________
WCk ’  v c k
Vs, m, k, t...(24)
[2] At the engine plant m, in time period t, the number of FTL shipments to the auto 
assembly plant a using transport mode k should be greater than or equal the number of units 
of engine type n in product family q to be transported from engine plant m to auto assembly 
plant a, divided by the number of engines of type n in product family q that can be loaded in 
one FTL of transport mode k.
XTS2^ > ^ J p -   Vm, a, k, t ...(25)
n=1 q=1
[3] Similarly, at the auto assembly plant a, the number of FTL shipments to the dealership d 
using transport mode k should be greater than or equal the number of vehicles with engine 
type n in product family q to be transported from auto assembly plant a to dealership d, 
divided by the number of vehicles that can be loaded in one FTL of transport mode k.
N  Q
anqdkt
XTR3adkt > n=1 ^    t/a, d, k, t ...(26)
NNNk
[4a] At the collection center c, in time period t, the total weight of all the flattened hulks 
shipped to the recycling center r should not exceed the available transport carriers’ weight 
capacity (which equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode k multiplied by 
the weight capacity of transport mode k).
WP4x XPS4crkl < WCkXTR4crkt Vc, r, k, t
or,
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WPAxXPSAXTRA kt > ---------------- y c r> k, t
crkt w c k
[4b] Similarly, at the collection center c, in time period t, the total volume of all the flattened 
hulks shipped to the recycling center r should not exceed the available transport carriers’ 
volume capacity (which equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode k 
multiplied by the volume capacity of transport mode k).
VP6 x XPSAcrkl < VCkXTRAcrkt Vc, r, k, t
or,
XTRAcrkt > VP6xXPS4crkt v  k t
c t  VCk
[4] The number of required FTL shipments between the collection center c and the recycling 
center r is the larger of two numbers computed in [4a] and [4b] above.
XTRAcrkt > max ' WP4xXPS4M VP6xXPS4,rt,  ^
WCt ' VC,
Vc, r, k, t ...(27)
[5a] At the engine plant m, the total weight of engine parts /=3 to be transported to 
remanufacturing center u should be within the transport carriers’ weight capacity (which 
equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode k multiplied by the weight 
capacity of transport mode k).
f i f i W nxX P S 5m^ < f i WC„XTR5^ V m ,i,u ,k
(=1 t= 1 (=1
or,
Y Y ,W P U X P S 5 ,^
'E xrR S M  >   Vm, i, u, k
M WCk
[5b] Similarly, at the engine plant m, the total volume of engine parts z=3 to be transported to 
remanufacturing center u should be within the transport carriers’ volume capacity (which 
equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode k multiplied by the volume 
capacity of transport mode k).
Y £ y P % x X P S S mm ij^ V C .X T R S ^  Vm, i, u, k
1=1 t=\ t=1
or,
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Y Z v n x X P S 5 mm
T .XrR5mtl -  -=L-i:! TJ7,  Vm, >’ “■ *
t=1
[5] The number of required FTL shipments between the engine plant m and the 
remanufacturing center u is the larger of two numbers computed in [5a] and [5b] above.
(  I  T  I T  ^
T
'E xrR 5»>ukt^ ™ ax
r=i
J ^ W P U X P S S ,„ u ± ± V P S x X P S S m^
i= 1 (=1 1=1 (=1
WCk vck Vm, i, u, A:...(28)
[6a] At the collection center c, the total weight of end-of-life engines to be transported to the 
remanufacturing center u should be within the transport carriers’ weight capacity (which 
equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode k multiplied by the weight 
capacity of transport mode k).
v c ,u ,k
(=1 (=1
or,
j y p i x x p s i ^
I >-:=!------ — ----------  Vc, u,k
[6b] At the collection center c, the total volume of end-of-life engines to be transported to the 
remanufacturing center u should be within the transport carriers’ volume capacity (which 
equals the number of FTL shipments using transport mode k multiplied by the volume 
capacity of transport mode k).
j y P l x X P S e ^ ^ V C . X T R i ^ ,  Vc,u,k
(=1 1=1
or,
j^ V P T x X P S i^
^ X T R 6 ^ >  —------ — ----------  Vc,u,k
1=1
[6] The number of required FTL shipments between the collection center c and the 
remanufacturing center u is the larger of the two numbers computed in [6a] and [6b] above.
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(  T
^ max
t=1
Y ,W P2X X PS6^ " £ y p 7 x s > s 6 ^
f=l (=1
IFCt FCt
Vc, u, k ...(29)
[7a] At the remanufacturing center w, the total weight of the rebuilt engines to be transported 
to dealership d  should be within the transport carriers’ weight capacity (which equals the 
number of FTL shipments using transport mode k multiplied by the weight capacity of 
transport mode k).
f i W P 2 x X P S 7 * ,  s f l WCl X T R 7 ^
t=1
T Y W P 2 x XPS1
Y , x t r 7 ^ > ^
udkt
w c t
Vu, d, k
Vu, d, k
[7b] At the remanufacturing center u, the total volume of the rebuilt engines to be transported 
to dealership d  should be within the transport carriers’ volume capacity (which equals the 
number of FTL shipments using transport mode k multiplied by the volume capacity of 
transport mode k).
T T
^ V P 7 x  XPS7 udkl S ' £ V C 1XTR7 udkt
t=1 r=l
Y / P l x X P S l
Y ^ X T R ^
T
Ir=1
udkt
Vu, d, k
Vu, d, k
[7] The number of required FTL shipments between the remanufacturing center u and the 
dealership d  is the larger of two numbers computed in [7a] and [7b] above.
Z ™ 7^ max
(=1
Y W P l x X P S T ^ ,  £ V P 7 x XPS7 udkt
t=1 (=1
wc„ VCu
V u ,d ,k  ...(30)
4.2.3.5 INVENTORY CAPACITY RESTRICTIONS 
I. INVENTORY BALANCE:
Parameters:
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BOMin: Bill of material utilization rate of engine part i per unit of engine type n
A D 9nqdt: Number of vehicles with engine type n in product family q needed at the
dealership d  to sell to customers in time period t 
ADlOdt- Expected number of rebuilt engines needed at dealership d  in time
period t
LT5muk: Transportation lead time from engine plant m to remanufacturing center
u using transport mode k (days)
LT6cuk: Transportation lead time from collection center c to remanufacturing
center u using transport mode k (days)
LT7udk: Transportation lead time from remanufacturing center u to dealership d
using transport mode k (days)
Decision variables:
XUSlst:
XUS2inmt:
XUS3nqat:
XUS4ut:
XM lbinst-
Amount of aluminum used at aluminum casting plant 5 in time period t 
Number of units of engine part i for engine type n used at the engine 
plant m in time period t
Number of units of engine type n in product family q used in the 
production of vehicles at auto assembly plant a in time period t 
Number of rebuildable engines processed at remanufacturing center u in 
time period t
Number of units of engine part i for engine type n produced at 
aluminum casting plant s in time period t
[1] At the aluminum casting plant s, in time period t, the aluminum inventory is equal to the 
previous period’s inventory plus the amount of aluminum ingots purchased from the 
suppliers, plus the amount of recycled aluminum purchased from the recycling center, minus 
the amount of aluminum ingots and recycled aluminum used at the plant.
XIVlst+ XIV2st = XIVls(t.1} + XIV2s(t.1} + XCst - XUSlst Vs, t ...(31)
[2] At the aluminum casting plant, in time period t, the inventory of engine part i for engine 
type n is equal to the previous period’s inventory plus the number of parts produced at the 
plant, minus the number of parts shipped to engine plant m.
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M  K
XIV3tnst = XIV3ins(t.D + XMl i m t Vi,  n, s, t ...(32)
m - 1 k - 1
[3] The material consumption at the aluminum casting plant s.
I  N
= O M XU Si, Vs, t  ...(33)
i=l n=1
[4] At the aluminum casting plant, in time period t, the number of units of engine part i for 
engine type n shipped to the engine plant m should be greater than or equal to the demand for 
the engine part i for engine type n at the engine plant.
S  K
'E 'Z X P S \siamkt > AD4inmt Vi, n, m, t ...(34)
5=1 k=\
[5] At the engine plant m, in time period t, the inventory of engine part i for engine type n is 
equal to the previous period’s inventory, plus the number of parts received from the 
aluminum casting plant s, minus the number of the parts sent to the remanufacturing center u, 
minus the number of the parts used at the engine plant. When s=l,XPS5miuh is equal to zero.
S  K  U K
XIV4m  -  XW 4lm,„.„ + t , 'Z X P S lm. K,_m ^ - t ^ X P S 5 m,M -X U S2„ M
5=1 k-1 u= 1 k=\
Vi, n, m, t ...(35)
[6] At the engine plant m, in time period t, the inventory of engine type n in product family q 
is equal to the previous period’s inventory, plus the number of units of the engine produced 
at the plant in that period, minus the number of units of the engine shipped to the auto 
assembly plant a using the transport mode k, minus the number of engine warranty 
replacements.
XIV5nqmt = XIV5nqm(t.1) + XMnqmt - Y ^ X P S 2 mnqakt -WRT Vn, q, m, t ...(36)
o=l k=1
[7] The number of the units of engine part i for engine type n in product family q consumed 
at the engine plant m.
XUS2i„mt= BOMinXMnqmt Vi, u, q, m, t ...(37)
[8] At the engine plant m, the number of the units of engine type n in product family q sent to 
auto assembly plant a in time period t should be greater than or equal to the demand for that 
engine type.
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M  K
Y J T J X P S 2 mnqakt ^  A D ^ n q a l  V ” > <1> ™> * - . . ( 3 8 )
m=1 k=\
[9] At the auto assembly plant a, in time period t, the inventory of engine type n in product 
family q is equal to the previous period’s inventory, plus number of the engines shipped from 
engine plant m to auto assembly plant a in that period, minus the number of units of the 
engine installed in vehicles.
M  K
X IV 6 ^ , = X IV 6 ^ (,.„ + T . ' L x p s 2 ^ - ^ > - X U S 3 V n ,  q, a, t  ...(39)
m=1 k=1
[10] At the auto assembly plant a, in time period t, the inventory of vehicles with engine type 
n in product family q is equal to the previous period’s inventory, plus the number of vehicles 
produced in that period, minus the number of vehicles with engine type n in product family q 
shipped from the plant to dealership d.
XIV7nqat = XIV7nqa(t-i) + XUS3nqal - ^ XPS3anarlkt Vn, q, a, t ...(40)
d=1 k=1
[11] The number of vehicles with engine type n in product family q shipped from the auto 
assembly plant a to dealership d  using transport mode k in time period t should be greater 
than or equal to the specified demand.
' t f JXPS3mrm >AD 9mt Vn, q, d, t  ...(41)
a=1 k=\
[12] At the collection center c, in time period t, the number of flattened hulks shipped out to 
the recycling centers is equal to the number of end-of-life vehicles collected at the center plus 
the number of engine warranty replacements.
R K
Y 7 L X P S 4 crU = ELV„ +WRT Vc, t ...(42)
r=1 k=1
[13] The number of rebuildable engines shipped out from the collection center c to the 
remanufacturing center u in time period t is equal to 18 % 2 of the number of engines collected 
at the center plus the number of engine warranty replacements.
f ^ X P S i ^  = 18-MELV. +WRT) Vc, I ...(43)
u= 1 k=1
2 About 2.2 million engines are remanufactured annually, approximately 12 million vehicles retired per year
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[14] At the remanufacturing center u, in time period t, the inventory of the number of 
rebuildable engines is equal to the previous period’s inventory, plus the number of engines 
received from the collection center c during this time period, minus the number of 
rebuildable engines processed during time period t.
C K
XWS„ = XIVKt,-» + 'Z 'L XpS 6 ^ ,_ Ln_t ) -XUS4m Vu, t ...(44)
c=1 k=l
[15] At the remanufacturing center u, in time period t, the inventory of the number of rebuilt 
engines is equal to the previous period’s inventory, plus the number of engines rebuilt during 
time period t, minus the number of rebuilt engines sent to dealership d.
XIV9vt = XIV9u(t.1) +XUS4ut- f ^ X P S l  udkt Vu, t ...(45)
d=\ k=1
[16] At the remanufacturing center u, in time period t, the number of units of engine part i=3 
received from the engine plant m using transport mode k should be equal to the number of 
engines sent to dealership d.
M  I  K  D  K
Y X T . X P S 5 ,<u, = T , T ,XPS'J-  V u - > - ( 46)
m=\ i=l k=1 d=1 k=\
[17] At the remanufacturing center u, in time period t, the number of rebuilt engines shipped 
out to dealership d  using transport mode k, should be greater than or equal to the demand for 
rebuilt engines at dealership d.
Y X x p S l M  4 A D \%  Vd, t ...(47)
U= 1 =^1
II. IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY BALANCE
[1] The in-transit inventory of engine part i for engine type n between the aluminum casting 
plant s and the engine plant m using transport mode k, in time period t, is equal to the 
previous period’s in-transit inventory, plus the number of units of engine part i for engine 
type n shipped out, minus any shipments received at the engine plant which were sent in time 
period t-LTlsmt, where LTlsmk'\s the transportation lead time from aluminum casting plant s to 
engine plant m.
XIT1 sinmkt ~ XIT1 sinmk(t-l) XPS1 sinmkt~ sinmk(t-LT\,ml) h Wl< k, t ...(48)
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[2] The in-transit inventory of engine type n in product family q between the engine plant m 
and the auto assembly plant a using transport mode k, in time period t, is equal to the 
previous period’s in-transit inventory, plus the number of units of engine type n in product 
family q shipped out, minus any shipments received at the assembly plant which were sent in 
time period t-LT2mak, where LT2makis the transportation lead time from engine plant m to auto 
assembly plant a.
XIT2mnqakt — XIT2mnqak(t-i) + XPS2mnqakt - XPS2 mnqak{}_LT2m^  Vnt, n, q, ci, k, t ...(49)
[3] The in-transit inventory of vehicles with engine type n in product family q between the 
auto assembly plant a and dealership d  using transport mode k, in time period t, is equal to 
the previous period’s in-transit inventory, plus the number of vehicles with engine type n in 
product family q shipped to dealership d, minus any shipments received at the dealership 
which were sent in time period t-LT3adk, whereLT3adk is the transportation lead time from 
auto assembly plant a to dealership d.
XIT3anqdld — XIT3anqdk(t-l) + XPS3anqdkt - XPS3 anqdk(t-LT?,ajk) Va, n, q, d, k, t ...(50)
[4] The in-transit inventory of flattened hulks between the collection center c and the 
recycling center r using transport mode k, in time period t, is equal to the previous period’s 
in-transit inventory, plus the number of flattened hulks shipped to the recycling center r, 
minus any shipments received at the recycling center r which were sent in time period t- 
LT4crk, where LT4crk is the transportation lead time from the collection center c to the 
recycling center r.
XIT4crkt = XIT4crk(t.1) + XPS4crkt- XPS4crk(l_LT^ k) Vc, r, k, t ...(51)
III. SAFETY STOCK:
Parameters:
ADlst: Average demand for aluminum ingots at aluminum casting plant s in
time period t (lbs/day)
AD2st: Average demand for recycled aluminum at aluminum casting plant s in
time period t (lbs/day)
AD3inst: Average demand for engine part i for engine type n at aluminum casting
plant s in time period t (units/day)
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AD4inmt: Average demand for engine part i for engine type n at engine plant m in
time period t (units/day)
AD5nqmt: Average demand for engine type n in product family q at engine plant m
in time period t (units/day)
AD6nqat: Average demand for engine type n in product family q at auto assembly
plant a in time period t (units/day)
AD7nqat: Average demand for vehicles with engine type n in product family q at
auto assembly plant a in time period t (units/day)
AD8ut: Average demand for rebuilt engines at remanufacturing center u in time
period t (units/day)
Decision variables:
SSlst: Safety stock of aluminum ingots at aluminum casting plant s in time
period t
SS2st: Safety stock of recycled aluminum at aluminum casting plant s in time
period t
SS3insl: Safety stock of engine part i for engine type n at aluminum casting plant
s in time period t
SS4inmt: Safety stock of engine part i for engine type n at engine plant m in time
period t
SS5„qmt: Safety stock of engine type n in product family q at engine plant m in
time period t
SS6nqat: Safety stock of engine type n in product family q at auto assembly plant
a in time period t
SS7nqat: Safety stock of vehicles with engine type n in product family q at auto
assembly plant a in time period t
SS8ut: Safety stock of rebuilt engines at remanufacturing center u at time
period t
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At present, the safety stock policy of Ford Motor Co. is to keep two days’ worth of 
production at each stage of the production/assembly system. This policy is translated into a 
set of general constraints on safety stock levels, as described below.
[1] The safety stock of aluminum ingots at the aluminum casting plant 5 in time period t is 
equal to the average daily demand for aluminum ingots at the aluminum casting plant s 
multiplied by the number of days’ worth of production specified by the policy at the 
aluminum casting plant s.
SSIst = AD lstSTRS Vs, t ...(52)
Now, the inventory of aluminum ingots at the aluminum casting plant s in time period t 
should be greater than or equal to the safety stock SSlst.
XIVlst>SSlst Vs, t ...(53)
[2] The safety stock of recycled aluminum at the aluminum casting plant s in time period t is 
equal to the average daily demand for recycled aluminum at the aluminum casting plant s 
multiplied by the number of days’ worth of production specified by the policy at the 
aluminum casting plant s.
SS2st = AD2stSTRRS Vs, t ...(54)
Now, the inventory of recycled aluminum at the aluminum casting plant s in time period t 
should be greater than or equal to the safety stock SS2st.
XIV2st>SS2st Vs, t ...(55)
[3] The safety stock of engine part i for engine type n at the aluminum casting plant s in time 
period t is equal to the average daily demand for engine part i for engine type n at the 
aluminum casting plant s multiplied by the number of days’ worth of production specified by 
the policy at the aluminum casting plant s.
SS3imt = AD3instSTPS Vi, n, s, t ...(56)
The inventory of engine part i for engine type n at the aluminum casting plant s in time
period t should now be greater than or equal to the safety stock SS3imt.
XIV3inst>SS3imt Vi, n, s, t ...(57)
[4] The safety stock of engine part i for engine type n at the engine plant m in time period t is 
equal to the average daily demand for engine part i for engine type n at the engine plant m 
multiplied by the number of days’ worth of production specified by the policy at the engine 
plant m.
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SS4inmt = AD4inmtSTPM Vi, n, m, t ...(58)
The inventory of engine part i for engine type n at engine plant m in time period t should now 
be greater than or equal to the safety stock SS4inmt.
XIV4inmt > SS4inmt Vi, n, m, t ...(59)
[5] The safety stock of engine type n in product family q at the engine plant m in time period 
t is equal to the average daily demand of engine type n in product family q at the engine plant 
m multiplied by the number of days’ worth of production specified by the policy at the 
engine plant m.
SS5nqmt -  AD5nqmtSTEM V n ,q ,m ,t  ...(60)
The inventory of engine type n in product family q at the engine plant m in time period t 
should now be greater than or equal to the safety stock SS5nqmt.
XIV5nqmt ^ SS5fiqm( Vn, q, m, t ...(61)
[6] The safety stock of engine type n in product family q at the auto assembly plant a in time 
period t is equal to the average daily demand for engine type n in product family q at the auto 
assembly plant a multiplied by the number of days’ worth of production specified by the 
policy at the auto assembly plant a.
SS6nqat = AD6nqatSTEA Vn, q, a, t ...(62)
Now, the inventory of engine type n in product family q at the auto assembly plant a in time 
period t should be greater than or equal to the safety stock SS6nqat-
XIV6nqat > SS6nqa, Vn, q, a, t ...(63)
[7] The safety stock of vehicles with engine type n in product family q at the auto assembly 
plant a in time period t is equal to the average daily demand for vehicles with engine type n 
in product family q at the auto assembly plant a multiplied by the number of days’ worth of 
production specified by the policy at the auto assembly plant a.
SS7nqat = AD7nqatSTVA Vn, q, a, t ...(64)
The inventory of vehicles with engine type n in product family q at the auto assembly plant a 
in time period t should now be greater than or equal to the safety stock SS7nqat.
XIV7nqat > SS7nqat Vn, q, a, t ...(65)
[8] Finally, the safety stock of rebuilt engines at the remanufacturing center u in time period t 
is equal to the average daily demand for rebuilt engines at the remanufacturing center u
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multiplied by the number of days’ worth of production specified by the policy at the 
remanufacturing center u.
SS8ut = AD8utSTEU Vu, t ...(66)
Now, the inventory of rebuilt engines at the remanufacturing center u in time period t should 
be greater than or equal to the safety stock SS7ut.
XIV9ut > SS8ut Vu, t ...(67)
4.2.3.6 INTEGER RESTRICTIONS
XTRlsmkt, XTR2makt, XTR3adkt, XTR4crkt, XTR5mukt, XTR6cukt, XTR7udkt, XIV3inst, XIV4jnmt,
XIV5„qmt, XIV6nqat, XIV7nqat, XIV8ut, XIV9ut, XITlsinmkt, XIT2mnqakt, XIT3anqdkt, XIT4crkt,
XPS1 sinmkt, XPS2mnqakt> XPS3anqdkt> XPS4crkt, XPS5miUkt, XPS6cukt, XPS7udkt, XMnqmt, XMlinst, 
XUS2inmt, XUS3nqat, XUS4ut, SS3inst, SS4inmt, SS5nqmt, SS6nqat, SS7nqat, SS8ut= integer
A.23.1  NON-NEGATIVITY RESTRICTIONS
XCst, XRLSst, XRLMmt, XRLUut, XOLSst, XOLMmt, XOLUut, XHLMmt, XLLMmt, XUSlsl, 
XTRlsmkt, XTR2makt, XTR3adkt, XTR4crkt, XTR5mukt, XTR6cukt, XTR7udkt, XIVlst, XIV2st, XIV3i„st, 
XIV4inmt, XIV5nqmt, XIV6nqat, XIV7nqat, XIV8ut, XIV9ut, XITlSinmkt, XIT2mnqakt, XIT3anqdkt, XIT4crkt, 
XPS1 sinmkt, XPS2mnqakt, XPS3anqdkt, XPS4crkt, XPS5mjUkt, XPS6cukt, XPS7udh, XMnqmt, XMljmt, 
XUSlst, XUS2inmt, XUS3nqat, XUS4ut, SSI* SS2st, SS3inst, SS4jnmt, SS5nqml, SSdnqai, SS7nqat, 
SS8ut> 0
4.3 Summary of the mathematical model
4.3.1 Objective function
S  T
Total costs = x CPI x XCst + P2 x CP2 x XCst)
5=1 f=1
S  M  K T  U  A K  T
+ Y L Y L CTRX^ x r R \ smkt + Y L Y L CTR1™*xTR2n
5=1 m=1 k - 1 t - 1 m=\ o=l k=1 t=\
+ E z i z c r a 3 - ™ - .  + t ' t t ' k c T M <*xTR4<
a=l d=1 k=1 t=1 c=1 r~  1 k=1 f=l
M  U K  T C U K  T+ZZZ Z.CTR6a,XTR6
m-1 u-1 ^=1 t=\ c=1 u—\ k=1 t=1
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U D K T  S T
+ E S E Z c r a 7 - ™ 7 - .  + E I C P 1  x 1VRSS x STRS x XIVl st
«=1 d=1 k=\ t=1 5=1 f=l
5 T I N S T
+ Z Z C P 2 x x S M S X X / F 2 t, + X Z Z Z PPJVRSsSTPSxX /F3
.1=1 (=1 j= l n = l .1=1 (=1
I  N  M  T
P P  T T / P A / f  V T P A / f  v  I 7 T / A w/wf+ E E Z Z / , / ;./ r a M . 'S7’/ ,M x ^ 4 .
(=1 n= l m=l (=1
N  Q M  T
+ £ I I £  PNEnq IVRMm STEM x  XIV5nqmt
n=1 4=1 m=l /=1
+ E E Z Z W £ . . /FA4«S71£4>< jcrF6«,« ^ E E E 7’ >< ^ 7»,«
«=1 t/=l (3=1 /=1 «=1 4=1 a - I  t - 1
£/ T U T
+ Y Y P N R E  x IVRUUSTNEU x X/F8„, + Y Y Pi?£ x 1VRUUSTEU x X/F9„(
H=1 (=1 «=1 (=1
S I N M K T
+ Z  S  Z  S  E  E  ^ £  n -  ™  ™ -
J=1 1=1 n=l m=l i = l  (=1
M  N  Q A  K  T
‘ I S I I S X  W £ », IVRM. m ^
m=1 «=1 4=1 <3=1 £=1 f=l
+ Z Z I  j i Y L p v ~,IVM . L T i~ x i n - »
a =1 n=l 4=1 rf=ltf& =l ?=1
+ f Jf Jf , f , P F H  x i r R C .L T A ^ X m ^  + f Jf JCRLS„XRISI,l
6=1 r= l &=1 (=1 5=1 f=l
5 r  M  r  M  T
+ '£ £ C 0 1 S ,X 0 L S .  +X~ECRLM ,„XRLM „ + Y JY JCOLMm,XOLM „
5=1 t = 1 m=l f=l m=l /=1
A / 7  M  T U T
+ ’Z ' Z CHLM„ X H L M m, + j j l C IJ M „ X L L M m, + '£ £ c R L U  .X R L U .
m=1 (=1 m=l (=1 «=1 (=1
f / r  M  N  Q A K  T  C T
+ Y Z C O L U .X O L U .  + X E 2 ; E Z Z C m - jKPS2. ^ .  + Z Z ( £ IF « + »*'S7’>
k=1 f=l m=l «=1 4=1 a=l k =1 f=l c= l ?=1
M  I  U K  T
• Z E E Z Z c / ’3— 'H>S5—
w=l /=1 «=1 k =1 f=l
J.2 Constraints
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I  N  M  K
ZZZZV,’V|.„.„s pci* Vs’ f-(>),=1 „=1 m=\ k=\
t t t t XPS2.*,.*.iP C 2 .< 2)
n=l <7=1 a=l k=\
E S Z Z  JKPS3» ^  £  ^ 5 .  t / «  f...(3)
n=1 </=! rf=l k- 1
£ |; jr /> S 4 ^ < i> C 4 a fc^ c, (...(4)
r=l i= l
f ^ A P S ? .*  S/>C5„ l/tt (...(5)
d=1 A=1
m  x A z n „  < f c i s( t. ..(6)
VP2 X XIV2 st < FC2st 1/5, t . . .(7)
X  Z W4„ A7^3„ < 2  Z ^ C3,„ t/ i, (... (8)
M  n=l /=1 «=1
/ A T  / A T
Z Z ^ 4. ^ 4-  s Z Z fC 4 ~  ^  ' - w
(=1 n=l 1=1 h=1
t i v P d ^ X I V S ,^  < £ f > C 5 „ ,„ ,  Vm, (...(10)
«=1 <7=1 <7=1
t f l r n „ x n r6 „ z f l £ IF C 6 „  v a, t . . . ( \ \ )
«=1 9=1 n=l 9=1
Y Y / P S X I V l ^  < £ f V C 7 „ ,  Va, (...(12)
« = 1  <7=1 « = 1  </=l
FP7 x XIV8ut < FC8ut Vu, t...(l3)
VP1 x XIV 9ut < FC9ut V u, t. . .(14)
XRLSst< MLHSst Vs, f...( 15)
XOLSst<fssXRLSst Vs, t...( 16)
/  N  M  K
XRLSsl + XOLSst
/= 1  n=l »i=l k=1
XRLMmt< MLHMmt Vm,t...{\%)
XOLMmt < finmXRLMmt V m, /. - .(19)
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XRLM „ + X O L M ,,  + X H L M . , - X L L M . l > f t f i R H M „„X M :
n =1 q =1
XRL Uut < MLHUut 
XOL Uut < fuu XRL Uut
nqrnt
C K
X R L U ^ + X O L U , ^ ^ R H U . X P S 6 cukt
C=1 &=1
/  N
sin mkt/=1 n=l i= l n = l
v c .
N  Q
T T X P S 2 mnqakt
n -  1 9=1-w x 2 _ * a -  „ Q
Y L NN.
n=1 9=1
nqk
N  Q
anqdkt
XTR^ adkt ~
n= 1 <7=1
^ ? 4 crfe > max^ P 4 x X P 5 4 crfa V P S x X P S A ^
PFC\ FC.
i=i
* /  
/  r
^ S i y ^ x X R S S , , , ,  £ £ m S x J< 7 > S 5
miukt
1=1 (=1 1=1 1=1
FCt
'E X I'R6a*t - m3X
(=1
(=1
Y W P 2 x X P S 6 cukt j [ y P lx X P S 6  
1
cukt
w c k vc„
\
r r
^ X T R ludkt > max
*=1
Yj v p i ^ x p s i udkt Y y p i x x p s i
i=i
r
S
f= l
udkt
wc„ v c ,' k  r  k
V J
XIVlst+ XIV2st = XIVls(t.,) + XIV2s(t.1} + XCst - XUSlst
Vm, t...(20)
Vu, t...(21) 
Vu, f...(22)
/...(23)
t / 5, ot, A; f...(24)
l/m, a, k, f...(25)
b'a, J, A, t...(26) 
1/c, r, k, t.,.(27)
t/m, i, u, A...(28)
t/c, u, k, t...(29)
1/ w, d, k, t...(30)
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M  K
XIV3,m, -  XW3,,,,,.,, + XM1m s in m kt ^  P  S ’ • • (32)
m =1 k = 1
j ^ w n ^ x M ^ ,  = o .n x u s t ,  vs , (...(33)
(=1 n= l
5" K
I . T , X f S \ ^  > AD4,„„ V i n, m, (...(34)
5=1 k = 1
S  K  U K
XIV4lml, = XIV4 + 2  J ;  A J - S l * , -  j r  £  -  -H/S2„„,
5=1 k =1 K=1 &=1
W, «, m, t ...(35)
XIV5riqmt = XIV5Hgm(t.1) + XMMimt - Y H XPS2mnqakl ~WRT Vn, q, m, t...(36)
0=1 &=1
XUS2inmt= B0MinXMnqmt Vi, n, q, m, t...(37)
’ET,XPS2-m°» 2  t / ”' «' ' ~ ( 38>
m =l A=1
M  K
XW6mal = + ’£ , ’Z dX P S2„ ^k(,_LT2_tl - X U S 3 Vn, q, a, (...(39)
m = 1 £=1
x n r jr w  = XIV7nqa(t.l} + XTJS3nqat - f j f jXPS3anqdkt V n, q, a, t...(40)
d=1 /c=l
S E A P S 3 ^ ,  > AD9^0I Vn, q, d, (...(41)
a = l  i = l  
i? A
X X x ^ 4 crfa = £ZF6, +PFtfr Fc, t ...(42)
r= l  k= 1
Y ^ X P S e ^  = 1 8 %(ELVct+WRT) Vc, t . . .(43)
«=1 A=1
C K
XIV8ut = Z7F8ur, 7j + Z Z ^ 6 « ^ _ , 7.6^  - F a, f...(44)
c=1 £=1
XIV9ut = XIV9u(t.1} +XUS4ut - ± ± X P S 1 udkt V U, t... (45)
d=1 i = l
M  I  K  D K
Y L Y .X P S S ,^  = Y Z XPS1^  V«. <•••(«)
w = l /=1 /c=l d = l  &=1
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U  K
Y L X P S l ^ i A D W , , Vd, f...(47)
k=1 k=1
XITlsinmkt = XIT1 sjnmk(t-i) + XPSlsinmkt- XPSlsinmlc^t_lTl^  Vs, i, n, m, k, f...(48)
XIT2mnqakt XIT2mnqak(t.i) + XPS2mnqakt-XPS2mnqaKt_LT2mak) Vtn, n, q, ct, k, t . ..(49)
XIT3anqdkt — XIT3anqdk(t.i) + XPS3anqdkt - XPS3 V a, n, q, d, k, t . . .(50)
XIT4crkt -  XIT4crk(t-i) + XPS4crkt- XPS4crk(t_LT4^ ) Vc, r, k, f...(51)
SSlst = ADlstSTRS Vs, t...(52)
XIVlst> S S lst Vs, t...(53)
SS2st = AD2,tSTRRS Vs, t...(54)
XIV2st > SS2st 1/5, t...(55)
SS3insl = AD3instSTPS Vi, n, s, t...(56)
XIV3inst>SS3imt Vi, n, s, t...(51)
SS4inmt=AD4inm,STPM Vi, n, m, t...(58)
XIV4mmt>SS4mmt Vi, n, m, t...(59)
SS5„qmt = AD5nqmtSTEM Vn, q, m, t...(60)
XIV5nqmt > SS5nqmt Vn, q, m, t...(61)
SS6nqat = AD6„qatSTEA Vn, q, a, t...(62)
XIV6nqat > SS6nqat V n, q, a, t...(63)
SS7„qat = AD7nqatSTVA Vn, q, a, t...(64)
XIV7nqat > SS7nqat Vn, q, a, t...(65)
SS8ut = AD8utSTEU Vu, t . ..(66)
XIV9U, > SS8ut Vu, t...(67)
XTRlsmkt, XTR2makt, XTR3adkt, XTR4crkt, XTR5mukt, XTR6cukt, XTR7udkt, XIV3inSt, XIV4inmt,
XIV5nqmt, XIV6nqat, XIV7nqat, XIV8ut, XIV9ub XlTlsinmkt, XIT2mnqakt, XIT3anqdkt, XIT4crkt, 
XPSlsinmkb XPS2mnqakt, XPS3anqdkt> XPS4Crkt> XPS5miukt, XPS6cukb XPS7ucjkt, XMnqmt, XM1 imt, 
XUS2jnmt, XUS3nqat, XUS4ut, SS3jnst, SS4jnmt, SS5ftqmt, SS6nqat> SS7nqat, SS8ut= integer 
XCst, XRLSst, XRLMmt, XRLUut, XOLSst, XOLMmt, XOLUuh XHLMmt, XLLMmt, XUSlst, 
XTR1 smkh XTR2makt, XTR3adkt, XTR4crkt, XTR5mukb XTR6cukt> XTR7udkt, XIV 1 sb XIV2sb XIV3inst, 
XIV4inmt, XlVSnqmt, XIV6nqat, XIV7nqat, XIV8ut, XIV9ut, XITlsinmkt, XIT2mnqakt, XIT3anqdkt, XIT4crkt,
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XPS1 sinmkt, XPS2mnqakt, XPS3anqdkt, XPS4crkt, XPS5mjukt, XPS6cukt, XPS7udkt, XM„qmt, XMlinst, 
XUSlst, XUS2inmt, XUS3nqat, XUS4ut, SSlst, SS2sl, SS3inst, SS4inmt, SS5nqmt> SS6ngat, SS7nqat, 
SS8ut > 0
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CHAPTER 5 RESULTS
This chapter uses real-life cases from Ford’s U.S. engine operations to verify the 
proposed model and generate an optimal solution with LINGO.
The following section presents the proposed model’s input parameters and data.
5.1 Parameters
5.1.1 Parameters for transportation
Table 5.1 shows the purchasing cost of aluminum ingots and recycled aluminum, 
and the proportion of each in the input mix at the aluminum casting plant.
Table 5.2 shows the transportation costs and the transportation lead times from 
the aluminum casting plant to engine plants using different transport modes. The 
aluminum casting plant only sends products to engine plants 2, 3 and 5. For example, 
from aluminum casting plant s= 1 to engine plant m=2 using transport mode k=l, the 
transportation cost is $650 per full truck load and the transportation lead time is 3 days.
Table 5.3 shows the transportation costs and the transportation lead times from 
engine plants to auto assembly plants using different transport modes. For example, from 
engine plant m= 1 to auto assembly plant a=8, using transport mode A= 1, the 
transportation cost is $650 per full truck load and the transportation lead time is 5 days. A 
lead time of zero means that shipments made during the day are generally received in the 
same day. The lead times are rounded up to the nearest integer value.
Table 5.4 shows the transportation costs and the transportation lead times from 
auto assembly plants to dealerships using different transport modes. For example, from 
auto assembly plant a= 1 to dealership d= 1, using transport mode k=l, the transportation 
cost is $125 per full truck load and the transportation lead time is 3 days.
Table 5.5 shows the transportation costs and the transportation lead times from 
collection centers to recycling centers using different transport modes. For example, from 
collection center c= 1 to recycling center r= 1, using transport mode k= 1, the 
transportation cost is $350 per full truck load and the transportation lead time is 1 day.
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Table 5.6 shows the transportation costs and the transportation lead times from 
engine plants to remanufacturing centers using different transport modes. For example, 
from engine plant m -\ to remanufacturing center u= 1, using transport mode k= 1, the 
transportation cost is $250 per full truck load, the transportation lead time is 2 days and 
the price of engine parts is $70 per unit.
Table 5.7 shows the transportation costs and the transportation lead times from 
collection centers to remanufacturing centers using different transport modes. For 
example, from collection center c=l to remanufacturing center u= 1 using transport mode 
k=\, the transportation cost is $210 per full truck load and the transportation lead time is 
1 day.
Table 5.8 shows the transportation costs and the transportation lead times from 
remanufacturing centers to dealerships using different transport modes. For example, 
from remanufacturing center u= 1 to dealership d= 1 using transport mode k=l, the 
transportation cost is $560 per full truck load and the transportation lead time is 1 day.
Purchasing cost (S/lb)
i
Percentage in input mix t
aluminum ingots receded aluminum aluminum ingots
/*/ . i> R. • ^
recycled aluminum t
1.15 0.85 15% 85%
Table 5.1 Aluminum purchasing cost
Aluminum 
casting plant,
1 s
Knginc
plant,
•"s. “V mwV '-'K
'Tratispbc; 
t mode,
r Y  k  Y '
Transportation cost, Lead time, 
LTlimh (days)
1 2 l $650.00 3
1 2 2 $3,500.00 1
1 3 1 $650.00 5
1 3 2 $3,500.00 2
1 5 1 $650.00 5
1 5 2 $3,500.00 1
Table 5.2 Transportation cost anc transportation lead time from the aluminum casting
plant to engine plants
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5.1.2 Labor, handling and inventory related parameters
Tables 5.9 through 5.11 show the inventory carrying cost rate and the ratio of 
overtime to the regular-time labor horns used to calculate labor costs at the aluminum 
casting plant, engine plants and remanufacturing centers.
Table 5.12 and Table 5.13 show, respectively, the inventory carrying cost rate and 
the handling cost at the auto assembly plants. For example, the handling cost for engine 
type n=4 in product family q= 1 handled at auto assembly plant a= 1 is $1,511 per unit.
Table 5.14 shows the cost of handling end-of-life vehicles and the inventory 
carrying cost rate at the collection centers.
Table 5.15 shows the regular-time labor costs, overtime labor costs and the value 
of the maximum allowable limit — based on the number of employees working at this 
plant, multiplied by eight hours per day — at the aluminum casting plant.
Table 5.16 shows the production rate at the aluminum casting plant. For example, 
the production rate of engine part i- 1 for engine type n- 3 produced at the aluminum 
casting plant 5=1 is 0.03 hours.
Table 5.17 shows the regular-time labor cost, overtime labor cost, hiring cost, 
layoff cost and the maximum allowable limit on labor hours at the engine plants.
Table 5.18 shows the hours-per-engine requirements at the engine plants. For 
example, the requirement of engine type n= 1 in product family q=1 produced at engine 
plant m=1 is 4.53 hours per engine.
Table 5.19 shows the regular-time labor costs, overtime labor costs, and the 
maximum allowable limit on labor hours at the remanufacturing centers.
Table 5.20 shows the hours-per-engine requirements at the remanufacturing 
centers. For example, the requirement is 8 hours per engine at either remanufacturing 
center.
5.1.3 Parameters for volume capacity, weight capacity and price o f rebuildable, rebuilt 
engines and flattened hulks
Table 5.21 shows the per unit volume of aluminum ingots, recycled aluminum 
and the average volume of an engine, engine part i=3 and a unit of flattened hulk. It also 
shows the average area a vehicle occupies.
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1 Engine plants, 
I m
1
1
\u lo  assembly 
plants,
8
8
T ransport 
mode,
1
2
Transportation cost, 
^  CTR2„,ak. (S/FT L)
$650.00
$3,500.00
Lead time. 1 
LT2mM (dajs)
5 1
0
1 12 1 $250.00 1
1 12 2 $3,500.00 0
2 1 1 $650.00 5
2 1 2 $3,500.00 1
2 4 1 $650.00 3
2 4 2 $3,500.00 0
2 9 1 $650.00 8
2 9 2 $5,200.00 0
2 10 1 $650.00 8
2 10 2 $5,200.00 0
3 2 1 $250.00 1
3 2 2 $3,500.00 0
4 11 1 $650.00 1
4 11 2 $3,500.00 0
5 1 1 $250.00 1
5 1 2 $3,500.00 0
5 3 1 $250.00 1
5 3 2 $3,500.00 0
5 4 1 $650.00 2
5 4 2 $3,500.00 0
5 5 1 $650.00 5
5 5 2 $3,500.00 0
5 6 1 $650.00 3
5 6 2 $3,500.00 1
5 7 1 $650.00 2
5 7 2 $3,500.00 0
5 13 1 $250.00 1
5 13 2 $3,500.00 0
Table 5.3 Transportation cost and transportation lead time from engine plants to auto
assembly plants
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Auto assembly 
plant. Dealership,
I f  (£':•''< y '
T ransport 
mode,
l'r:i importation 
cost, Lead time,/- T3,lJk (days)
CV ,'***»'* '  "  'v .
1 1 $125.00 3
1 i 2 $3,500.00 1
2 i 1 $250.00 2
2 i 2 $3,500.00 1
3 i 1 $650.00 10
3 i 2 $3,500.00 2
4 i 1 $650.00 1
4 i 2 $3,500.00 1
5 i 1 $650.00 1
5 i 2 $3,500.00 1
6 i 1 $250.00 0
6 i 2 $3,500.00 1
7 i 1 $125.00 5
7 i 2 $3,500.00 2
8 i 1 $250.00 1
8 i 2 $3,500.00 0
9 i 1 $650.00 3
9 i 2 $3,500.00 1
10 i 1 $250.00 4
10 i 2 $3,500.00 0
11 1 $650.00 0
11 i 2 $3,500.00 0
12 i 1 $250.00 0
12 i 2 $3,500.00 0
13 i 1 $650.00 3
13 i 2 $3,500.00 1
Table 5.4 Transportation cost and transportation leac time from auto assembly plants to
dealerships
Table 5.22 shows the volume and weight of engine part i - l  and the per unit price 
of the engine part. The bill of material rate is the number of units of engine part i used per 
item of engine type n.
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Table 5.23 shows the average weight of engine part i - 3, an engine and a flattened 
hulk. Table 5.24 shows the average price of a rebuildable engine, a rebuilt engine and a 
flattened hulk.
Table 5.25 shows the engine volume and price data. For example, the volume of 
engine type n=\ in product family q= 1 is 25 cubic feet and the price is $2,595. The table 
also shows the average price of a vehicle with engine type n in product family q.
Table 5.26 shows the transport mode’s weight and volume capacity and the 
number of vehicles per FTL for each transport mode. For example, 10 vehicles can be 
loaded on a FTL using transport mode k=l.
Table 5.27 shows the number of engines per full truck load for each transport 
mode. For example, 80 units of engine type n= 1 in product family q=\ can be loaded in a 
FTL using transport mode k=\.
Colk'clioii i-enter, Transport mode, 7 rnnsportnlion eosl. 
.^CTRfrk  (S/FTL) ,
Lead time, 
■lT4wi{ days)
1 1 1 $350.00 1
1 1 2 $301.00 2
1 2 1 $311.50 1
1 2 2 $315.00 1
2 1 1 $318.50 2
2 1 2 $301.00 1
2 2 1 $241.50 2
2 2 2 $280.00 1
3 1 1 $325.50 1
3 1 2 $346.50 2
3 2 1 $210.00 1
3 2 2 $280.00 2
Table 5.5 Transportation cost and transportation lead time from collection centers to
recycling centers
5.1.4 Parameters related to safety stocks, average demand and production capacity and 
storage space
Table 5.28 shows the level of safety stock kept at the aluminum casting plant, 
engine plants, auto assembly plants and remanufacturing centers for different products.
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For example, the level of safety stock for aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting 
plant is 2 days worth of production.
Tables 5.29 through 5.39 display the average demand for products at different 
stages of the chain, and the corresponding production capacity and the available storage 
space.
Engine
plant,
Kemanufacturing
center,
^ j j j
Transport
mode,
transportation 
CTR5„Mk (S/FTL)
Lead time, 
LT5muk (days)
’1 lie price of 
engine parts
;p..
CA’.W S /u n it )
1 1 1 $250.00 2 $70.00
1 1 2 $3,500.00 0 $90.00
2 1 1 $250.00 2 $70.00
2 1 2 $3,500.00 0 $90.00
3 1 1 $250.00 3 $70.00
3 1 2 $3,500.00 1 $90.00
4 1 1 $250.00 3 $70.00
4 1 2 $3,500.00 2 $90.00
5 1 1 $250.00 2 $70.00
5 1 2 $3,500.00 0 $90.00
1 2 1 $250.00 5 $70.00
1 2 2 $3,500.00 1 $90.00
2 2 1 $250.00 2 $70.00
2 2 2 $3,500.00 0 $90.00
3 2 1 $250.00 3 $70.00
3 2 2 $3,500.00 1 $90.00
4 2 1 $250.00 5 $70.00
4 2 2 $3,500.00 1 $90.00
5 2 1 $250.00 3 $70.00
5 2 2 $3,500.00 0 $90.00
Table 5.6 Transportation cost and transportation lead time from engine plants to 
remanufacturing centers and the average price of engine parts sold by engine plants to
remanufacturing centers
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< nllcrlinii 
center.
Ue i n .i n ii r.ie I (i r 111 n Tmnspoit
mode, 1 rn importation cost, 
(  fRf> , . ( N 1 1 1 )
1 end time, s 
/  /VJ.ut (ild>s) s
1 l 1 $210.00 1
1 l 2 $290.00 3
2 l 1 $142.00 1
2 l 2 $120.00 2
3 t 1 $109.00 1
3 l 2 $99.00 0
1 2 1 $215.00 2
1 2 2 $295.00 0
2 2 1 $147.00 2
2 2 2 $125.00 1
3 2 1 $117.00 2
3 2 2 $109.00 1
Table 5.7 Transportation cost and transportation lead time from collection centers to
remanufacturing centers
Keniiiiiiil'iieliiring
center,
u
Dealership, Transportinode, Transportation cost, CTR7„m (S/FTL)
Lead lime, 
L T7udk (days)
1 i l $560.00 1
1 i 2 $3,500.00 0
2 i 1 $560.00 1
2 i 2 $3,500.00 2
Table 5.8 Transportation cost and transportation lead time from remanufacturing centers
to dealerships
Aluminum casting plant. ln\cntor> earning cost rate, 
IVRS, (S/dav)
Ratio of overtime to regular-time i 
labor hours, p
A
1 0.0003 0.2
Table 5.9 Inventory carrying cost rate and ratio of overtime to regular-time labor hours at
the aluminum casting plant
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-< Engine plant,
-■ .1 *
Inventory carrying cost rate, 
rVRMm ($/day)
Kiitio ot overtime In rcgiilnr-tinie
labor hours, I
l 0.0003 0.2
2 0.0003 0.2
3 0.0003 0.2
4 0.0003 0.2
5 0.0003 0.2
Table 5.10 Inventory carrying cost rate and ratio of overtime to regular-time labor hours
at engine plants
s Remanufacturing center,
fs% ~ , 1  1^1' Z
luveiilorv carrving 
cost rate, 
ll'RU,, (S/day)
Italio of overtime lo regular- . 
lime labor hours, f 
/«., I
l 0.0003 0.2
2 0.0003 0.2
Table 5.11 Inventory carrying cost rate and ratio of overtime to regular-time labor hours
at remanufacturing centers
\u lo  avscmhl} phint. ln\i'iiKir> rarrvmg cost rate,
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
Table 5.12 Inventory carrying cost rate at auto assembly plants
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\utu asscmhlv plant. 
a
Ingmc tv pe, 
n
Product tamilv. 
</
Handling cost. e 
C ///,„,(V iJiiit) s
1 4 1 $1,511.10
1 6 1 $1,511.10
1 1 2 $1,511.10
2 4 1 $1,246.30
3 6 2 $1,511.10
4 4 1 $1,506.50
4 6 2 $1,506.50
5 6 2 $1,544.00
6 6 2 $1,283.80
7 6 2 $1,511.10
8 2 1 $1,367.90
9 4 1 $1,445.40
10 3 1 $1,445.40
10 4 1 $1,445.40
11 5 1 $1,445.40
12 1 1 $1,383.00
13 6 2 $1,511.10
Table 5.13 Handling costs at auto assembly plants
( nlli'cliou cenier. Handling cost. 
( 112. (S unit)
Inv cntorv carrjing cost rate, m 
11 Rl
1 $280.00 0.0003
2 $329.00 0.0003
3 $320.00 0.0003
Table 5.14 Handling cost and inventory carrying cost rate at collection centers
Aluminum 
Casting Plant,
1
Period,
1 ' f  t
l
Keyiilar-lnne labor 
Cost,
$67.10
Overtime labor cost, 
Cf?A.y,(($/hour)
$75.00
Max. allowable I 
labor, I
Table 5.15 Labor cost and maximum allowable abor hours at the aluminum casting plant
1 Information on labor cost is available at 
http://www.ford.eom/en/companv/about/sustainabilitv/report/relData.htm#B 
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/prod2.pdf
2 Information on the number o f employees working at the aluminum casting plant is available at 
http://media.ford.com/facilities/plant displav.cftn?plant id—138
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Engine type, Production rate, 
ifHSini (hrs/part)
0.03
0.03
0.03
Table 5.16 Production rate at the aluminum casting plant
= Engine 
/’ Plants, 
m
* -
Reg nla r-tiine 
labor cost, 
CRLXIm
Overtime 
labor cost, 
COLM,,„
Hiring
cost,
CIILMm
" L ayoff\  
cost, 
CLL\f„„ 
($/hour).,
Max. allowable 
labor, 
M UIM m  ^
1 1 $67.10 $75.00 $80.00 $160.00 6,784
2 1 $67.10 $75.00 $80.00 $160.00 13,240
3 1 $67.10 $75.00 $80.00 $160.00 13240
4 1 $67.10 $75.00 $80.00 $160.00 7,120
5 1 $67.10 $75.00 $80.00 $160.00 9,400
Tab: e 5.17 Labor cost and maximum allowable labor hours at engine plants
Engine tvpe. 
n
Product tamilv, 
</
Engine plant, 
m
1 louts pei engine, 
/f // l/„ ,, (hrs'engine)''
1 1 1 4.53
2 1 1 4.53
3 1 2 5.99
4 1 2 5.99
4 1 3 4.77
5 1 4 3.98
6 1 5 4.2
6 2 5 4.2
7 2 5 4.2
Table 5.18 Hours per engine at engine plants
3
Information on labor cost is available at http://media.ford.com/facilities/plant disp1av.cfm?plant id=83
http://media.ford.com/facilities/plant displav.cfm?plant id=31 
http://media.ford.com/facilities/plant displav.cfm?plant id=30
http://media.ford.com/facilities/plant displav.cfm?plant id=26
http://media.ford.com/facilities/plant displav.cfm?plant id=40
4 The Harbour Report 2005
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Reni.iiiiifaeiuiiiig
eenlci. Pci ioiI,
llrguliii-tim e Inlini 
cost,
CRI 1 (S tim ii)
OM'rlime lahoi cost, 
COLVy,
(S lifiui)
M .i\. allowable :
lillllll. i
1 I I . I I l
(hours) ^
1 i $67.10 $75.00 280,000
2 i $67.10 $75.00 150,000
Table 5.19 Labor cost and maximum allowable labor hours at remanufacturing centers
Kciiiiinuriicturing center,
' . ' u 1 . ' J.?'
Hours per engine, 1 
RHI „ (In s/engine)J ............ .
1 8
2 8
Table 5.20 Production rate at remanufacturing centers
Per unit 
volume of 
aluminum 
ingots
Per unit 
volume of 
recycled 
aluminum
Per unit area of 
vehicles 
VPS (sq.l t unit)
volume of 
flattened hulks 
1 /J0(cu.fL unit)
Per unit 
volume of  
engines
Per unit 
volume of  
engine part 
i=3,
0.0059 0.0059 100 125 36 0.409
Table 5.21 The vo ume and area data
I jPar#.*? Enginetypes';,.;';
II
Kill o f malerial 
rate.
Per unit volume 
o f engine part, 
V P 4i„ (cu.ft/unit)
Pci uiiiI weight o f 
engine part, 
W P 3 i„  (lbs/unit)
Per unit price of 
engine part. 
P P ,„  (S/unit)
1 3 1 3.1 180 $1,100.00
1 4 1 3.5 200 $1,190.00
1 6 1 3.9 210 $1,202.00
Table 5.22 Bill of material rate, volume, weight and price of one unit of engine part i- 1
.Average weight of engine part /=3, 
> WP1 (lbs)
Average weight o f ail engine, 
WP2 (lbs)
Average weight o f a flattcnedhulk, 
WP4 (lbs) I
11 500 2,000
Table 5.23 Average weight of an engine part, engine and flattened hulk
Xveiage pi ice of:i leliuildalile 
engine 
P \R I  ($ unit)
Average price o f a rebuilt engine 
PRE ($/unit)
Average price o f a flattened hulk i 
P F Il ($/unit) I
500 2,000 500
Table 5.24 Average price of a rebuildable engine, the rebuilt engine and the flattened
hulk
1 Hindo, B., 2006, Happiness is a worn part. BusinessWeek (September 25).
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Engine Product
family, V olume of an engine, yP3„v (cu.ft/unit)
Price of an 
engine,
Average price of a i 
vehicle, is 
pr/ rs/uoitv ■ !
i 1 25 $2,595.00 $19,462.50
2 1 25 $2,595.00 $19,462.50
3 1 26 $3,800.00 $28,500.00
4 1 28 $3,800.00 $28,500.00
5 1 28 $4,980.00 $37,350.00
6 1 30 $6,849.00 $51,367.50
6 2 33 $6,849.00 $51,367.50
7 2 33 $4,200.00 $31,500.00
Table 5.25 Engine volume and price and the average price of a vehicle with engine type n
Mode, Weight capacity of transportation, 
W'C* (lbs)
Volume capacity of 
transportation, 
VCU (cu.ft)
Number of vehicles per
< V I
AWA* (units) •}
i 100,000 1,000 10
2 1,000,000 8,000 20
Table 5.26 Weig it and volume capacities and the number ol’vehicles per FTL with
respect to each transport mode
Engine type. 
n
Product Tamil}. 
9
Mode.
k
.Number of engines per El 1.. 
AW,.* (units)
1 1 1 80
2 1 1 80
3 1 1 80
4 1 1 80
5 1 1 80
6 1 1 45
6 2 1 45
7 2 1 45
1 1 2 240
2 1 2 240
3 1 2 240
4 1 2 240
5 1 2 240
6 1 2 144
6 2 2 144
7 2 2 144
Table 5.27 The number of engines per FTL with respect to each transport mode
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i  Levels of safety stock (days) 8
At the aluminum 
■ casting plant
At engine 
plants
At auto assembly 
plants
Atre-mfg 
centers -
Aluminum
ingots
Recycled
aluminum
STRRS
Engine
'iaparJsA-
STPS
' )p p s ; j
XTJPM
Engines
J g tjE M
Vehicles
STVA
Engines
rebuilt
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Table 5.28 Leve s of safety stock
\sc ia g c  Asciage 
Miimimmi demand for demand for 
casting Period. aluminum recycled 
plant. T ingots, aluminum, 
s 1/)/,. W 2 S,
Production
capacity,
PCJ«
(parts/day)
500,000
Storage 
space for 
aluminum 
ingots, 
PCI „
Storage s 
space for 
aluminum 
ingots, 
FC7,f 
:(cu.ff.t
1 1 94,813.5 537,276.5 50,000 50,000
Table 5.29 Average demand and storage space for aluminum ingots and recycled 
aluminum and production capacity at the aluminum casting plant
Engine
part,
' I
['iigine
type,
it
Vlu milium 
casting plant.
s
Period,
H H H g
\seragc demand for 
engine parts, 
AD3im, (units/day)
Storage space for 
engine parts, i 
FC3m« (cu.ft./unit)
1 3 1 i 189 30,000
1 4 1 t 2,857 30,000
1 6 1 i 127 30,000
Table 5.30 Average demand and storage space for engine parts at the aluminum casting
plant
Engine
part,
Engine
type,
ii
Engine
plants, Period,
it?
Aseragc demand for 
engine parts, 
AD4im„, (units/day)
Storage space for 
engine parts. 
f,T’4im„(cu.ft./unit)
i 3 2 i 189 30,000
i 4 2 i 2,130 30,000
i 4 3 i 727 30,000
i 6 5 i 127 30,000
Tab e 5.31 Average demand and storage space for engine parts at engine plants
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.■ Engine Product
family,
Engine
plant,
Ascragc demand tor 
engines AD5nqm,
Storage space toi 
engines,
1 1 1 1 561 300,000
2 1 1 1 325 300,000
3 1 2 1 189 300,000
4 1 2 1 2,130 300,000
4 1 3 1 727 300,000
5 1 4 1 562 300,000
6 1 5 1 127 300,000
6 2 5 1 2,465 300,000
7 2 5 1 127 300,000
Table 5.32 Average demand and storage space for engines at engine plants
1 ngiuc plant. 
■ m i
Production capacity. 
/'('2,,,(iiiiils',das) «
1 l 300,000
2 l 300,000
3 l 300,000
4 l 300,000
5 l 300,000
Table 5.33 Production capacity at engine plants
Vulo assembly plant. 
«
Period,
t
Product ion cnpacil\.
PC3at
1 1 500,000
2 1 500,000
3 1 500,000
4 1 500,000
5 1 500,000
6 1 500,000
7 1 500,000
8 1 500,000
9 1 500,000
10 1 500,000
11 1 500,000
12 1 500,000
13 1 500,000
Table 5.34 Production capacity at auto assembly plants
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1 nguie 
type, 
11
Product
Iannis.
H H H | [
Vino
assembly
plant.
Pci mil.
Average 
demand On 
engines, 
406,,,* 
(units/day)
Vsei age 
ill iiianil On 
\ chicles.
AD7av.
(uiiils das)
Siiiriigr spun- 
fur engines 
FCfi 
(cu.ft./nnii)
Suit age spate 1 
Tin schu lrs 
FC7„,a 
(cu.n./unil) I
4 1 l 1 196 196 300,000 300,000
6 1 1 1 127 127 300,000 300,000
7 2 1 1 127 127 300,000 300,000
4 1 2 1 727 727 300,000 300,000
6 2 3 1 244 244 300,000 300,000
4 1 4 1 482 482 300,000 300,000
6 2 4 1 130 130 300,000 300,000
6 2 5 1 245 245 300,000 300,000
6 2 6 1 1,061 1,061 300,000 300,000
6 2 7 1 584 584 300,000 300,000
2 1 8 1 325 325 300,000 300,000
4 1 9 1 623 623 300,000 300,000
3 1 10 1 189 189 300,000 300,000
4 1 10 1 829 829 300,000 300,000
5 1 11 1 562 562 300,000 300,000
1 1 12 1 561 561 300,000 300,000
6 2 13 1 201 201 300,000 300,000
Table 5.35 Average demand for engines and vehicles at auto assembly plants
llenianufacturing
center. Period,
-
Vsirage demand 
lo r rebuilt cnginrs 
ADS*, (units/das)
'
Produrlinn eanarits S,0ruKC ',pacc f" r  S,ora!!C spacc for : „ . . .  p * ' rebuildable engines, rebuilt engines,
. . I<C8m hC9« I  
(units/das) (cu rt^
1 l 51 300,000 300,000 300,000
2 l 51 300,000 300,000 300,000
Table 5.36 Average demand for rebuilt engines, production capacity and storage space 
for rebuildable engines and rebuilt engines at remanufacturing centers
\  e lu d e  w ith  
e n g im  ( \ |) e .
PeriodP in d u il lanuls. Vsriage dunniid  fni seliules
561
325
189
2,857
562
127
2,465
127
Table 5.37 Average demand for vehicles at dealerships
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1 Dealership, Period,
/
Average demand tor lebuill engines. 
AD I 0,i, (u nits/day)
1 1 102
1 2 102
1 3 102
1 4 102
1 5 102
1 6 102
1 7 102
1 8 102
1 9 102
1 10 102
1 11 102
1 12 102
1 13 102
1 14 102
1 15 102
1 16 102
1 17 102
1 18 102
1 19 102
1 20 102
Table 5.38 Average demand for rebuilt engines at dealerships
('iilleetinn ceniui. I'eriod. 1- nd-ol-life vehicles collected. 
1:1.1,, (units'das)'
Processing caparits. * 
PC4c,
(units d a s) i
l i 2,988 300,000
2 i 2,988 300,000
3 i 3,983 300,000
Table 5.39 End-of-life vehicles collected and processing capacity at collection centers
5.2 Solution methodology
The proposed model is solved using Lingo 9.0 (Lingo System Inc., 2003). The 
Lingo program scripts have been provided in Appendix II. Given the size and the 
complexity of the problem, it is necessary to use a relaxed version of the model that
6 Information is available at http://www.ford.eom/en/companv/about/sustainabilitv/report/proData.htm#B
http://www.svstemdvnamics.org
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considers the large number of general integer variables as continuous variables. As 
mentioned in Winston (2004), the relaxed model gives a good approximation of the 
integer solution. The model has 9251 variables and 8104 constraints, and the typical 
solution time using the LINGO solver is between 5 to 11 seconds.
5.3 Detailed results
Table 5.40 shows the detailed results with respect to the operational costs of the 
chain over a period of a month. Figure 5.1 indicates the largest cost item is handling costs, 
the second item is labor costs and the next is purchasing cost.
Table 5.41 shows the amount of aluminum ingots purchased from suppliers, and 
the amount of recycled aluminum purchased from recycling centers, by the aluminum 
casting plant.
Table 5.42 shows the number of engines produced XMmmt and the average daily 
inventory of engines XIV5„qmt held at each engine plant. For example, the number of 
engine type n= 1 in product family q=\ produced at engine plant m—1 is 11,220 per month 
and the average inventory of engines are 1,122 units per day.
Table 5.43 shows the number of vehicles produced XUS3nqat and the average daily 
inventory of vehicles XIV7nqat held at each auto assembly plant. For example, the number 
of vehicles with engine type n=4 in product family q= 1 produced at auto assembly plant 
<2=1 is 3,924 per month and the average inventory is 392 units per day.
Table 5.44 shows the number of flattened hulks sent from collection centers 
(decision points) to recycling centers XPS4crkt, and the number of rebuildable engines sent 
from collection centers to remanufacturing centers XPS6cukt.
The complete results are displayed in Appendix III.
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/« /■ ]/. c OS/
CAPITAL COST(INVENTOR Y COSTS AND PURCHASING COSTS) 20,757,297
EXPENDITURE(LABOR, HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION, AND IN-TRANSIT COSTS) 350,608,960
Distribution of the Total Costs
PURCHASING COSTS
aluminum ingots purchased 2,423,017
recycled aluminum purchased 10,148,553
TOTAL PURCHASING COSTS 12,571,570
TRANSPORTATION COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 96,956
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 1,914,420
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 7,809,845
from collection centers to recycling centers 903,440
from engine plants to remanufacturing centers 6,319
from collection centers to remanufacturing centers 26,283
from remanufacturing centers to dealerships 556,204
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS 11,313,467
INVENTORY COSTS
aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting plant 2,617
recycled aluminum held at the aluminum casting plant 10,960
engine parts held at the aluminum casting plant 90,249
engine parts held at engine plants 90,768
assembled engines held at engine plants 839,010
assembled engines held at auto assembly plants 854,654
vehicles held at auto assembly plants 6,292,573
rebuildable engines held at remanufacturing centers 0
rebuilt engines held at remanufacturing centers 4,896
TOTAL INVENTOR Y COSTS 8,185,727
IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 37,616
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 231,069
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 6,099,071
from collection centers to recycling centers 64,977
TOTAL IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS 6,432,733
LABOR COSTS
regular time labor cost at the aluminum casting plant 127,745
overtime labor cost at the aluminum casting plant 0
regular time labor cost at engine plants 43,424,610
overtime labor cost at engine plants 3,796,215
hiring cost at engine plants 223,680
layoff cost at engine plants 0
regular time labor cost at remanufacturing centers 19,245,570
overtime labor cost at remanufacturing centers 0
TOTAL LABOR COSTS 66,817,820
HANDLING COSTS
handling at auto assembly plants 204,159,900
handling at collection centers 61,885,040
TOTAL HANDLING COSTS 266,044,940
TOTAL REVENUE 3,178,310
Table 5.40 Cost components (dollars/month)
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Cost components
266 044
66,817 820
12,571 570 11313.467 8185 727 6.432 733
. .. .   c = l  -. L . ■ Cggsss*. ■■■■. * =  .
Rjrchasing Transportation Inventory cost In-transit Labor co st Handling cost 
co st cost inventory cost
Figure 5.1 Cost components
Illu s io n  variables A m ount, in lbs
F i t t x C .r=I r=l aluminum ingots 2,106,966
S T 
»=1 r=l recycled aluminum 11,939,474
Table 5.41 Amount of material purchased
Engine 
type. 
i n
Product
funiilv,
V
Engine
plant,
v  at-*-."
/
Production ^  XM
t-.. .'Wi’-'r '
Iiinils'nioiiih)
Inventory XlV5„„m » 
(units/day)
‘ 11 • > ...
1 1 1 11,220 1,122
2 1 1 6,500 650
3 1 2 3,780 378
4 1 2 42,600 4,260
4 1 3 14,540 1,454
5 1 4 11,240 1,124
6 1 5 2,540 254
6 2 5 49,300 4,930
7 2 5 2,540 254
Table 5.42 "he number of engines produced and the average daily inventory of engines
held at each engine plant
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|  I 'l l  " in i1 Ispe. 
1 n
I 'ru ilm -t I'll in i l \ . A u to  assem b ly  p lan t.
I'riifliu-lion
£  Xl'S'3^  
( iin ils 'm u iitlil
l l iv c n lll ll  \ l l  
(un ils/iliiv )
4 i 1 3,924 392
6 i 1 2,540 254
7 2 1 2,540 254
4 1 2 15,267 1,454
6 2 3 4,392 488
4 1 4 10,122 964
6 2 4 2,730 260
6 2 5 5,145 490
6 2 6 21,220 2,122
6 2 7 11,994 1,168
2 1 8 6,500 650
4 1 9 11,251 1,246
3 1 10 3,780 378
4 1 10 16,580 1,658
5 1 11 11,240 1,124
1 1 12 11,220 1,122
6 2 13 3,819 402
Table 5.43 The number of vehicles with different kind of engines produced and the
average inventory of vehicles held at each auto assembly plant
i \u m b e r ( if t lu ttc n e d  hu lks
f rp , .......................................................... -y,
Z  Z  Z  X Ay,S4 -  (,ini,s month)
iv r  'r.-.emVM M i.
:Niiinber o f  rehuildiihli- en g in es 1
C U K I i l
Z  Z  Z  Z  X P S 6 cuk, (u n its/m on th )
.-I  «=1 k -1 i- l ■
199,180 35 ,800
Table 5.44 Products sent from decision points
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CHAPTER 6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The sensitivity analysis of the model is divided into four sections: analysis with 
respect to weighting factors, levels of safety stock, lead times and demand.
6.1 Sensitivity analysis with respect to weighting factors
In this section, we examine the impact of cost components weighting factors on 
the model performance. The objective function is now converted to the flowing form by 
assigning a weighting factor to each cost component:
S T
Objective function — W P U £  £  (PI x CPI x XCst + P2 x CP2 x XCst)
5=1 <= 1
S M  K  T  M  A K  T
s=l m~ 1 k-1 1=1 m=1 a-1 k=1 1=1
a=1 d=1 k=\ (=1 c=l r=1 k=\ t=1
M  U  K T  C U  K  T
+ Z  Z  £  £  c r a 5 -  ™ 5—  + Z  E  Z I  c r a 6 »«m=l w—1 i=l (=1 c=1 «=1 t=l (=1
+ZZXZcra7-™ 7-< >
« = i  rf= i * = i  (= i  
5 T
+ WIC Z H CPl x / r a 5 .v X 5TP51 x X lV \st
5=1 f=l
+ £ £ CP2 x /PSS, x STRSS x A7F2„ + X E Z  E  PP,1VRS,STPS x W 3 , ,
5=1 1=1 1=1 M=1 5=1 1=1
1 N  M  T
P P  T J / P A / f  V T P A s f  v  i m / A l/wwl
j iKi 1
+ T T , Z ' L pp»iv r m »s t p m * x i v 4 i
1=1 «=1 m=1 1=1
N  Q M  T
+ 'Z l 2 T . p n v v r m . s t e m  x ^
/ J = l  gr =  l  W  =  1 1 = 1
+X £  X X PNEJ VRA. S T E A x X W 6 ^ + j f f f X , P V mIVRA,STV AxXIVl
n=\ q=1 <2=1 1=1 w=l g-=l a=l 1=1
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U T U T
+ Z Z PNRE x IVRUUSTNEU x XIV8„( + £  Z PRE x IVRUUSTEU x X /F9U, }
«=1 1=1 «=1 1=1
+ w r r { £ ± X l , l . ' E ppl»IVRS,LTl, . l. x m ^ , ,
s= \ f=l n=l m-1 k —\  r=l
M  N  Q A  K  T
+Y L T X Y L PNEJ VRMmLn^,xrr'i^
m~ 1 n-l q=1 a-1 £=1 f=l
+ E Z Z  Z i X w ^ R A ' L n ^ x m . ^
a-1 n=l g=l t/=lrf/r=l ^=1 
C R K  T
+ E E Z 2 p ™ ></F'RC«i7 ’4- ' H r4 - )
c=l r=l *=1 1=1
s  r  s  r  m  t
+ ^  { Z S C M S« - » £S- + t , T ,COLS- XOLS- + Y L CRLM- XRLM.5=1 (=1 5=1 (=1 m=l (=1
M  T M  T M  T
+ Y L c o i m - x o l m ~ + T X c h l m - x h l m ^ + Y L c l l m - x l l m .
m=1 f= l m=l r= l m=l f= l
+ Y £ C R L U „ X R L U m + f j '£C O L U ,lXOLU„ }
«=1 f=l M=1 t=1
M  N  Q A K  T  C T
+ i i w i E I i E Z E ^ 1. ^ 52™,.* + Z Z ( £ iF « +wwr>>
m=l «=1 9=1 o=l it=l f=l c= l  r=l
M  1 U K  T
- £ £ £ £ Z CP3—
m=l /=1 u=1 £=1 ?=1
JTPi/.- weighting factor for purchasing cost 
WT: weighting factor for transportation cost
WI: weighting factor for inventory cost
WIT: weighting factor for in-transit inventory cost
WL: weighting factor for labor cost
WH: weighting factor for handling cost
This implies that the various elements of the objective function are now assigned 
weights that reflect the relative importance of each element, as opposed to the original 
objective function where all the elements are equally important.
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We examined three scenarios. We started with the same weighting factors for the 
transportation cost and the inventory cost — a configuration that has been gaining more 
interest in the industry. In the next scenario we changed the weighting factor for the 
transportation cost so that it was twice that of the inventory cost. Finally, in the last 
scenario we reversed the above scheme and made the weighting factor for the inventory 
cost twice that of the transportation cost. We assigned the same weighting factors to other 
cost elements.
Table 6.1 shows the effect of the changes in the weighting factor on the cost 
elements.
When we put a higher weight on the transportation costs, and a lower weight on 
the inventory costs the total transportation cost decreased, while the total inventory cost 
went up — unlike the results we got when both costs shared the same weighting factors. If 
more importance was placed on the transportation costs, the system chose a lower 
transportation cost with a higher lead time, which prompted the in-transit inventory cost 
to increase.
When a lower weighting factor was placed on the transportation costs and a 
higher weighting factor on the inventory costs, the results revealed a higher transportation 
cost and a lower inventory cost — unlike the results when both costs shared the same 
weighting factors. If less importance was placed on the transportation cost, the system 
chose faster transportation with a shorter lead time, which prompted the in-transit 
inventory cost to decrease as well.
6.2 Sensitivity analysis with respect to levels of safety stock
Table 6.2 shows the effect of changes in the levels of safety stock on the costs. At 
present, Ford keeps a safety stock equal to a two-day production level. In this section we 
changed the safety stock level at the aluminum casting plant, engine plants and auto 
assembly plants at the same time.
Figure 6.1 illustrates how changing the levels of safety stock affects the total costs. 
As can be saw, when the level of safety stock decreases from 2 days to 1 day, the total 
costs decreases from about $ 368 million to about $ 362 million (a decrease of about 
1.67%), due, mainly, to the lower levels of inventories at the aluminum casting plant, the
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1 N  <. 1 \< 1 OKS ( in rent Scepario. „ Scenario 3
for transportation costs - 30% 40% 20%
for inventory costs - 30% 20% 40%
for purchasing costs - 10% 10% 10%
for in-transit inventory costs - 10% 10% 10%
for labor costs - 10% 10% 10%
for handling costs - 10% 10% 10%
TRANSPORTATION COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 96,956 96,956 96,956 96,956
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 1,914,420 1,420,512 1,358,627 1,557,649
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 7,809,845 4,536,852 3,764,811 4,934,421
from collection centers to recycling centers 903,440 891,021 891,021 891,021
from engine plants to remanufacturing centers 6,319 6,319 6,319 6,319
from collection centers to remanufacturing 
centers 26,283 26,283 26,283 26,283
from remanufacturing centers to dealerships 556,204 556,204 556,078 556,078
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS 11,313,467 7,534,147 6,700,095 8,081,146
IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 37,616 37,616 37,616 37,616
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 231,069 1,975,308 1,739,406 1,133,657
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 6,099,071 7,378,120 7,993,050 7,902,057
from collection centers to recycling centers 64,977 90,525 90,525 64,977
TOTAL IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS 6,432,733 9,481,569 9,860,597 9,138,307
INVENTORY COSTS
aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting 
plant 2,617 2,617 2,617 2,617
recycled aluminum held at the aluminum casting 
plant 10,960 10,960 10,960 10,960
engine parts held at the aluminum casting plant 90,249 90,249 90,249 90,249
engine parts held at engine plants 90,768 90,768 90,768 90,768
assembled engines held at engine plants 839,010 839,010 839,010 839,010
assembled engines held at auto assembly plants 854,654 1,502,484 2,490,256 1,238,869
vehicles held at auto assembly plants 6,292,573 6,319,633 6,319,633 6,292,573
rebuildable engines held at remanufacturing 
centers 0 0 0 0
engines rebuilt held at remanufacturing centers 4,896 4,896 4,896 4,896
TOTAL INVENTORY COSTS 8,185,727 8,860,617 9,848,389 8,569,942
ALL OTHER COSTS 345,434,330 345,434,330 345,434,330 345,434,330
TOTAL REVENUE (dollars/month) 3,178,310 3,178,310 3,178,310 3,178,310
TOTAL COST(dollars/month) 368.187,947 3fi8,112. < 55 368.fi65.HH 368,1145.415
C A P IT A L  C O S T (IN V E N T O R Y  C O S T S  A N D  
P U R C H A S IN G  C O S T S ) 20,757,297 21,432,187 22,419,959 21,141,512
E X P E N D IT U R E (L A B O R , H A N D L IN G , 
T R A N S P O R T A T IO N , A N D  IN -T R A N S IT  C O S T S ) 350,608,960 349,878,476 349,423,452 350,082,213
Table 6.1 Effect of changes in weighting factors on various cost elements
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engine plants and the auto assembly plants.
I I .M LM)f  b \ l  l . n  Sl(>( K 2 I J S 1.5 DAy S 11)11
TRANSPORTATION COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 96,956 96,956 96,956
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 1,914,420 1,914,420 1,926,872
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 7,809,845 7,809,845 7,809,845
from collection centers to recycling centers 903,440 903,440 903,440
from engine plants to remanufacturing centers 6,319 6,319 6,319
from collection centers to remanufacturing centers 26,283 26,283 26,283
from remanufacturing centers to dealerships 556,204 556,204 556,204
T O T A L  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  C O S T S 1 1 ,3 1 3 ,4 6 7 1 1 ,3 1 3 ,4 6 7 1 1 ,3 2 5 ,9 1 9
INVENTORY COSTS
aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting plant 2,617 1,472 654
recycled aluminum held at the aluminum casting plant 10,960 6,165 2,740
engine parts held at the aluminum casting plant 90,249 50,765 22,562
engine parts held at engine plants 90,768 51,154 22,822
assembled engines held at engine plants 839,010 471,943 209,752
assembled engines held at auto assembly plants 854,654 483,676 224,168
vehicles held at auto assembly plants 6,292,573 3,539,572 1,573,143
rebuildable engines held at remanufacturing centers 0 0 0
engines rebuilt held at remanufacturing centers 4,896 4,896 4,896
T O T A L  I N V E N T O R Y  C O S T S 8 ,1 8 5 ,7 2 7 4 ,6 0 9 ,6 4 3 2 ,0 6 0 ,7 3 7
IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 37,616 37,616 37,616
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 231,069 231,069 211,287
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 6,099,071 6,099,071 6,099,071
from collection centers to recycling centers 64,977 64,977 64,977
T O T A L  I N - T R A N S I T  I N V E N T O R Y  C O S T S 6 ,4 3 2 ,7 3 3 6 ,4 3 2 ,7 3 3 6 ,4 1 2 ,9 5 1
A L L  O T H E R  C O S T S  ( d o l la r s /m o n th ) 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0
T O T A L  R E V E N U E  ( d o l la r s /m o n th ) 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0
l o r t l  C O S 7 (d o lla r - . t  3 r , 8 . l 8 ~ 9 4 7 3 6 4 .6 1 1 ,8 6 3 3 6 2 ,0 5 5 ,6 2 7
CAPITAL COST(INVENTORY COSTS AND 
PURCHASING COSTS) 20,757,297 17,181,213 14,632,307
EXPENDITURE(LABOR, HANDLING, 
TRANSPORTATION, AND IN-TRANSIT COSTS) 350,608,960 350,608,960 350,601,630
Table 6.2 Effect of changes in levels of safety stock
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Figure 6.1 Effect of changes in levels of safety stock on total cost
6.3 Sensitivity analysis with respect to lead times
6.3.1 Sensitivity analysis with respect to lead times between the aluminum casting plant 
and engine plants
Table 6.3 shows the different lead times from the aluminum casting plant to 
engine plants corresponding to the current conditions, scenario 1, and scenario 2. For 
example, the current lead time from the aluminum casting plant 5=1 to engine plant m=2, 
using transport mode k=\, is 3 days; under scenario 1 it is 2 days and under scenario 2 it 
is 1 day.
: Aluminum 
i  casting plant, 
K S
Knginc plant, TransportMode,
A
Scenario 1 
(days)
Scenario 2 
(days)
1 2 1 3 2 1
1 2 2 1 1 1
1 3 1 5 3 1
1 3 2 2 1 1
1 5 1 5 3 1
1 5 2 1 1 1
Table 6.3 Lead times from aluminum casting plant to engine plants corresponding 
to current conditions, scenario 1, and scenario 2
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Table 6.4 shows how changes in the transportation lead times between the 
aluminum casting plant and the engine plants affect the total cost relative to the current 
solution. Under scenariol the total costs decrease by $3,504,532 per month (or about 1%). 
The decrease is the result of lower inventory cost as well as lower in-transit inventory 
costs. Under scenario 2, however, there is no further reduction in the total costs, i.e., 
further decreases in the transportation lead times have no effect on the total costs, as 
shown in Figure 6.2.
1 1' M) I IM IM II  IW I 1 \  I l l l  M 1 MINl.M 
< \ M I \ ( .  1*1 A M  V M I I M J M  PI.AVI'S C urren t solution Srenario 1 Scenario 2 ....
TRANSPORTATION COST
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 96,956 96,956 96,956
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 1,914,420 1,634 ,359 1,634,359
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 7,809,845 4,600,3947 4,600,3947
from collection centers to recycling centers 903,440 903,440 903,440
from engine plants to remanufacturing centers 6,319 6,319 6,319
from collection centers to remanufacturing centers 26,283 26,283 26,283
from remanufacturing centers to dealerships 556,204 556,204 556,204
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS 11,313,427 7,824,468 7,824,468
INVENTORY COSTS
aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting plant 2,617 2,617 2,617
recycled aluminum held at the aluminum casting plant 10,960 10,960 10,960
engine parts held at the aluminum casting plant 90,249 90,249 90,249
engine parts held at engine plants 90,768 90,249 90,249
assembled engines held at engine plants 839,010 839,010 839,010
assembled engines held at auto assembly plants 854,654 854,116 854,654
vehicles held at auto assembly plants 6,292,573 6,292,573 6,292,573
rebuildable engines held at remanufacturing centers 0 0 0
engines rebuilt held at remanufacturing centers 4,896 4,896 4,896
TOTAL INVENTOR Y COSTS 8,185,727 8,184,670 8,185,208
IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 37,616 22,562 22,562
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 231,069 231,607 231,069
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 6,099,071 6,099,071 6,099,071
from collection centers to recycling centers 64,977 64,977 64,977
TOTAL IN-TRANSIT INVENTOR Y COSTS 6,432,733 6,418,217 6,417,679
ALL OTHER COSTS 345,434,330 345,434,330 345,434,330
TOTAL REVENUE 3,178,310 3,178,310 3,178,310
i s n o T M ' t o b s r ' - t MS. 187907 ! 364,683,375 364,683,375
C A P IT A L  C O S T  (IN V E N T O R Y  C O S T S  A N D  
P U R C H A S IN G  C O S T ) 20,757,297 20,756,240 20,756,778
E X P E N D IT U R E (L A B O R ,H A N D L IN G ,T R A N S P O R T A T IO  
N, IN -T R A N S IT  C O S T ) 350,608,920 347,105,445 347,104,907
Table 6.4 Effect of changes in lead times between the aluminum casting plant and engine
plants (dollars/month)
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Figure 6.2 Effect of changes in lead times between the aluminum casting plant and
engine plants on total cost
6.3.2 Sensitivity analysis with respect to lead times between engine plants and auto 
assembly plants
Table 6.5 shows the different lead times from engine plants to auto assembly 
plants under the current conditions, and under scenarios 1 and 2. For example, the current 
lead time from engine plant m=T to auto assembly plant a=8, using transport mode k=l, is 
5 days; under scenario 1 it is 3 days, and under scenario 2 it is 1 day.
Table 6.6 and Figure 6.3 show how changes in the transportation lead times 
between engine plants and auto assembly plants affect the total cost relative to the current 
solution. When the lead times are reduced according to scenario 1, the total costs 
decrease by $135,128 (or about 0.04%); when scenario 2 is in force, the total costs 
decrease by $479,352 (or about 0.13%). The effect is not significant, which implies that 
the model is not very sensitive to lead time variations.
6.3.3 Sensitivity analysis with respect to lead times between auto assembly plants and 
dealerships
Table 6.7 shows the different lead times from auto assembly plants to dealerships 
under the current condition, and under scenarios 1 and 2. For example, the current lead
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time from auto assembly plant a= 1 to dealership d=l, using transport mode Af=1, is 3 days, 
under scenario 1 it is 2 days, and under scenario 2 it is 1 day.
Table 6.8 and Figure 6.4 show how changes in the transportation lead times 
between auto assembly plants and dealerships affect the total cost relative to the current 
solution. Changes in transportation lead times reduce the total cost when they are 
changed according to scenario 1. The total cost reduction is $3,747,661, or about 1%. 
When the lead times are changed according to scenario 2, the total costs decrease by 
$6,695,791, or about 1.8%. Once again, the effect is not significant, and is an indication 
of the model’s robustness.
* Engine plant. Auto assembly plant. 1 taii'.piir t mndi. Current Scenario 1 Si rum in 2
1 8 1 5 3 1
1 8 2 0 0 0
1 12 1 1 1 1
1 12 2 0 0 0
2 1 1 5 3 1
2 1 2 1 1 1
2 4 1 3 2 1
2 4 2 0 0 0
2 9 1 8 6 4
2 9 2 0 0 0
2 10 1 8 6 4
2 10 2 0 0 0
3 2 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 0 0 0
4 11 1 1 1 1
4 11 2 0 0 0
5 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 2 0 0 0
5 3 1 1 1 1
5 3 2 0 0 0
5 4 1 2 1 1
5 4 2 0 0 0
5 5 1 5 3 1
5 5 2 0 0 0
5 6 1 3 2 1
5 6 2 1 1 1
5 7 1 2 1 1
5 7 2 0 0 0
5 13 1 1 1 1
5 13 2 0 0 0
Table 6.5 Lead times from engine plants to auto assembly plants corresponding to
current conditions, scenario 1, and scenario 2
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1 1 \l>  I1MI S HI . I WI  1 \  1 M .IM ' IM \ \ I S  \M )  
\ l  I O \SM M I1I V 1*1 V M S
( urrent 
solution Scenario 1 Scenario 2
TRANSPORTATION COST
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 96,956 96,956 96,956
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 1,914,420 1,796,259 1,493,726
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 7,809,845 7,820,398 7,820,398
from collection centers to recycling centers 903,440 903,440 903,440
from engine plants to remanufacturing centers 6,319 6,319 6,319
from collection centers to remanufacturing centers 26,283 26,283 26,283
from remanufacturing centers to dealerships 556,204 556,204 556,204
T O T A L  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  C O S T S 1 1 ,3 1 3 ,4 6 7 1 1 ,2 0 5 ,8 5 9 1 0 ,9 0 3 ,3 2 6
INVENTORY COST
aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting plant 2,617 2,617 2,617
recycled aluminum held at the aluminum casting plant 10,960 10,960 10,960
engine parts held at the aluminum casting plant 90,249 90,249 90,249
engine parts held at engine plants 90,768 90,768 90,768
assembled engines held at engine plants 839,010 839,010 839,010
assembled engines held at auto assembly plants 854,654 859,826 842,918
vehicles held at auto assembly plants 6,292,573 6,292,573 6,292,573
rebuildable engines held at remanufacturing centers 0 0 0
engines rebuilt held at remanufacturing centers 4,896 4,896 4,896
T O T A L  I N V E N T O R Y  C O S T S 8 , 1 8 5 ,7 2 7 8 ,1 9 0 ,8 9 9 8 ,1 7 3 ,9 9 1
IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COST
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 37,616 37,616 37,616
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 231,069 227,568 207,607
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 6,099,071 6,069,880 6,065,058
from collection centers to recycling centers 64,977 64,977 64,977
T O T A L  I N - T R A N S I T  I N V E N T O R  Y  C O S T S 6 ,4 3 2 ,7 3 3 6 ,4 0 0 ,0 4 1 6 ,3 7 5 ,2 5 8
A L L  O T H E R  C O S T S 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0
T O T A L  R E V E N U E 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0
3 M U 8 \ ' ) 4 ~ 3 d 8 .0 5 2 .R 1 9 ' 3 6 7 ,7 0 8 ,5 9 5
C A P I T A L  C O S T  (IN V E N T O R Y  C O S T S  A N D  P U R C H A S IN G  
C O ST S) 2 0 , 7 5 7 , 2 9 7 2 0 , 7 6 2 , 4 6 9 2 0 ,7 4 5 ,5 6 1
E X P E N D IT U R E (L A B O R ,H A N D L IN G , T R A N S P O R T A T IO N , 
A N D  IN -T R A N S IT  C O S T S ) 3 5 0 ,6 0 8 ,9 6 0 3 5 0 ,4 6 8 ,6 6 0 3 5 0 ,1 4 1 ,3 4 4
Table 6.6 Effect of changes in lead times between engine plants and auto assembly plants
(dollars/month)
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Figure 6.3 Effect of changes in lead times between engine plants and auto assembly
plants on total cost
\iiln  iisorinlil) |il;in(. Dealership,
V ' d L .' ‘■st,--
Mmle,
.-i - k  .
C urrent 
. ■ ■ - (Jays) -
Scenario 1
Iditjs) - -
Scenario 2 a 
(days)
1 1 1 3 2 1
1 1 2 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 1 1
2 1 2 1 1 1
3 1 1 10
3 1 2 2 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
4 1 2 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 2 1 1 1
6 1 1 0
6 1 2 1 1 1
7 1 1 5 1
7 1 2 2 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1
8 2 0 0
9 1 1 3 2 1
9 1 2 1 1 1
10 1 1 4 3 2
10 1 2 0 0 0
11 1 1 0 0 0
11 1 2 0 0 0
12 1 1 0 0 0
12 1 2 0 0 0
13 1 1 3 2 1
13 1 2 1 1 1
Table 6.7 Lead times from auto assembly plants to dealerships corresponding to current
conditions, scenario 1, and scenario 2
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1 1 \l> IIMI.S UI.IWI 1 \  \( IO \SM MDLV Current
S0Kith.il Scenario 1 Scenario 2
TRANSPORTATION COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 96,956 96,956 96,956
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 1,914,420 1,905,738 1,926,586
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 7,809,845 5,745,580 5,682,330
from collection centers to recycling centers 903,440 903,440 903,440
from engine plants to remanufacturing centers 6,319 6,319 6,319
from collection centers to remanufacturing centers 26,283 26,283 26,283
from remanufacturing centers to dealerships 556,204 556,204 556,204
T O T A L  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  C O S T S 1 1 ,3 1 3 ,4 6 7 9 ,2 4 0 ,5 2 0 9 ,1 9 8 ,1 1 8
INVENTORY COSTS
aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting plant 2,617 2,617 2,617
recycled aluminum held at the aluminum casting plant 10,960 10,960 10,960
engine parts held at the aluminum casting plant 90,249 90,249 90,249
engine parts held at engine plants 90,768 90,768 90,768
assembled engines held at engine plants 839,010 839,010 839,010
assembled engines held at auto assembly plants 854,654 853,623 856,110
vehicles held at auto assembly plants 6,292,573 6,292,573 6,292,573
rebuildable engines held at remanufacturing centers 0 0 0
engines rebuilt held at remanufacturing centers 4,896 4,896 4,896
T O T A L  I N V E N T O R Y  C O S T S 8 ,1 8 5 ,7 2 7 8 ,1 8 4 ,6 9 6 8 ,1 8 7 ,1 8 3
IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 37,616 37,616 37,616
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 231,069 231,820 197,852
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 6,099,071 4,424,637 1,550,390
from collection centers to recycling centers 64,977 64,977 64,977
T O T A L  I N - T R A N S I T  I N V E N T O R Y  C O S T S 6 ,4 3 2 ,7 3 3 4 ,7 5 9 ,0 5 0 1 ,8 5 0 ,8 3 5
A L L  O T H E R  C O S T S 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0 3 4 5 ,4 3 4 ,3 3 0
T O T A L  R E V E N U E 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0
3 6 8 ,1 8 7 ,9 4 7 3 6 4 ,4 4 0 .2 8 6  \ 3 6 1 ,4 9 2 ,1 5 6
CAPITAL COST (INVENTORY COSTS AND 
PURCHASING COSTS) 2 0 ,7 5 7 ,2 9 7 2 0 , 7 5 6 ,2 6 6 2 0 ,7 5 8 ,7 5 3
EXPENDlTURE(LABOR,HANDLING, 
TRANSPORTATION, AND IN-TRANSIT COSTS) 3 5 0 ,6 0 8 ,9 6 0 3 4 6 ,8 6 2 ,3 3 0 3 4 3 ,9 1 1 ,7 1 3
Table 6.8 Effect of changes in lead times between auto assembly plants and dealerships
(dollars/month)
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Figure 6.4 Effect of changes in lead times between auto assembly plants and dealerships
on total cost
6.4 Sensitivity analysis with respect to demand for vehicles
Table 6.9 and Figure 6.5 show how changes in the demand for vehicles affect the 
total cost relative to the current solution. When the demand is reduced by 5% and 10%, 
the corresponding total cost reductions are $14,467,503 and $29,071,698, or about 3.9% 
and 7.9% respectively. When the demand is increased by 5% and 10%, the total costs 
increase by $14,556,716 and $29,364,194 respectively, or about 4.0% and 8.0%. The 
changes in the total cost come from the changes in purchasing costs, transportation costs, 
inventory costs, in-transit inventory costs, labor costs and handling costs.
6.5 Summary of sensitivity analysis experiments
It has been noted that the model is not very sensitive to changes that occur within 
the selected parameters. In most cases, decreases in the total cost remain well below 2%. 
Therefore, the model displays a significant degree of robustness. The sensitivity analyses 
of the proposed model with respect to the selected parameters may be summarized as 
follows:
1. Industry decision makers would like to put more emphasis on minimizing 
expenditures on the transportation costs compared to inventory costs, for 
example. With this in mind, we introduced the weighting factors in a way that
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1 l*r M VM l
PURCHASING COSTS (dollars/month)
aluminum ingots purchased 2,423,013 2,180,169 2,303,103 2,542,916 2,665,853
recycled aluminum purchased 10,148,557 9,131,432 9,646,329 10,650,763 11,165,674
T O TA L P U R C H A S IN G  C O S T S 1 2 ,5 7 1 ,5 7 0 1 1 ,3 1 1 ,6 0 1 1 1 ,9 4 9 ,4 3 2 1 3 ,1 9 3 ,6 7 9 1 3 ,8 3 1 ,5 2 7
TRANSPORTATION COSTS (dollars/month)
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 96,956 87,239 92,159 101,754 106,674
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 1,914,420 1,723,584 1,819,522 2,009,706 2,105,945
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 7,809,845 7,033,085 7,423,040 8,197,840 8,588,295
from collection centers to recycling centers 903,440 903,440 903,440 903,440 903,440
from engine plants to remanufacturing centers 6,319 6,319 6,319 6,319 6,319
from collection centers to remanufacturing 
centers 26,283 26,283 26,283 26,283 26,283
from remanufacturing centers to dealerships 556,204 556,204 556,204 556,204 556,204
T O T A L  T R A N S P O R T A T IO N  C O S T S 1 1 ,3 1 3 ,4 6 7 1 0 ,3 3 6 ,1 5 4 1 0 ,8 2 6 ,9 6 7 1 1 ,8 0 1 ,5 4 6 1 2 ,2 9 3 ,1 6 0
INVENTORY COSTS (dollars/month)
aluminum ingots held at the aluminum casting 
plant 2,617 2,355 2,487 2,746 2,879
recycled aluminum held at the aluminum casting 
plant 10,960 9,862 10,418 11,503 12,059
engine parts held at the aluminum casting plant 90,249 81,204 85,783 94,715 99,294
engine parts held at engine plants 90,768 81,671 86,276 95,260 99,865
assembled engines held at engine plants 839,010 755,301 797,507 880,677 922,946
assembled engines held at auto assembly plants 854,654 769,384 811,863 896,532 939,554
vehicles held at auto assembly plants 6,292,573 5,664,754 5,981,300 6,605,078 6,922,092
rebuildable engines held at remanufacturing 
centers 0 0 0 0 0
engines rebuilt held at remanufacturing centers 4,896 4,896 4,896 4,896 4,896
TO TA L IN V E N T O R Y  C O S T S 8 ,1 8 5 ,7 2 7 7 ,3 6 9 ,4 2 7 7 ,7 8 0 ,5 3 0 8 ,5 9 1 ,4 0 7 9 ,0 0 3 ,5 8 5
IN-TRANSIT INVENTORY COSTS (dollars/month)
from the aluminum casting plant to engine plants 37,616 33,843 35,754 39,478 41,388
from engine plants to auto assembly plants 231,069 208,056 220,157 243,139 254,790
from auto assembly plants to dealerships 6,099,071 5,488,379 5,798,803 6,399,601 6,710,141
from collection centers to recycling centers 64,977 64,977 64,977 64,977 64,977
TO TA L IN -T R A N S IT  IN V E N T O R Y  C O S T S 6 ,4 3 2 ,7 3 3 5 ,7 9 5 ,2 5 5 6 ,1 1 9 ,6 9 1 6 ,7 4 7 ,1 9 5 7 ,0 7 1 ,2 9 6
LABOR COSTS (dollars/month)
regular time labor cost at the aluminum casting 
plant 127,745 114,942 121,424 134,066 140,548
overtime labor cost at the aluminum casting plant 0 0 0 0 0
regular time labor cost at engine plants 43,424,610 41,131,670 42,726,700 44,072,100 44,732,070
overtime labor cost at engine plants 3,796,215 1,322,400 2,185,500 4,829,490 5,880,735
hiring labor cost at engine plants 223,680 0 0 1,130,880 2,051,520
layoff labor cost at engine plants 0 0 0 0 0
regular time labor cost at remanufacturing centers 19,245,570 19,245,570 19,245,570 19,245,570 19,245,570
overtime labor cost at remanufacturing centers 0 0 0 0 0
T O T A L  L A B O R  C O S T S 6 6 ,8 1 7 ,8 2 0 6 1 ,8 1 4 ,5 8 2 6 4 ,2 7 9 ,1 9 4 6 9 ,4 1 2 ,1 0 6 7 2 ,0 5 0 ,4 4 3
HANDLING COSTS (dollars/month)
handling at auto assembly plants 204,159,900 183,782,500 194,057,900 214,292,000 224,595,400
handling at collection centers 61,885,040 61,885,040 61,885,040 61,885,040 61,885,041
TO TA L H A N D L IN G  C O S T S 2 6 6 ,0 4 4 ,9 4 0 2 4 5 ,6 6 7 ,5 4 0 2 5 5 ,9 4 2 ,9 4 0 2 7 6 ,1 7 7 ,0 4 0 2 8 6 ,4 8 0 ,4 4 1
TO TA L R E V E N U E 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 A 7 8 J 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 ,1 7 8 ,3 1 0 3 J 7 8 ^ 1 1
C A P IT A L  C O S T (IN V E N T O R Y  C O S T S  
A N D  P U R C H A S IN G  C O S T ) 2 0 ,7 5 7 ,2 9 7 1 8 ,6 8 1 ,0 2 8 1 9 ,7 2 9 ,9 6 2 2 1 ,7 8 5 ,0 8 6 2 2 ,8 3 5 ,1 1 2
E X P E N D IT U R E (L A B O R , H A N D L IN G , 
T R A N S P O R T A T IO N , IN -T R A N S IT  C O S T ) 3 5 0 ,6 0 8 ,9 6 0 3 2 3 ,6 1 3 ,5 3 1 3 3 7 ,1 6 8 ,7 9 2 3 6 4 ,1 3 7 ,8 8 7 3 7 7 ,8 9 5 ,3 4 0
Table 6.9 Effect of changes in demand for vehic es
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Figure 6.5 Effect of changes in demand for vehicles
allows for achieving this goal.
2. We examined the effects of the lower levels of safety stock kept at the 
aluminum casting plant, the engine plants and the auto assembly plants. 
Decision makers can save $ 6,132,320 per month by keeping a one-day 
production level instead of the usual two-day production level. Keeping less 
inventory while still meeting customer demands will allow decision makers 
to decrease the total costs by about 1.67%.
3. Changes in transportation lead times between the aluminum casting plant and 
the engine plants, between the engine plants and the auto assembly plants, 
and between the auto assembly plants and dealerships cause the total costs to 
decrease slightly in some scenarios and to remain unchanged in others. As 
mentioned already, the changes are fairly insignificant, and they indicate that 
the model, as a decision making tool, is a robust one.
4. Decreases in demand for vehicles cause the total cost to decrease and vice 
versa. The rate of change in the total cost is almost 1% for a 1% change in 
the demand. The changes in the total cost as a result of the demand changes 
are greater than those of other factors.
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CHAPTER 7 SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This chapter summarizes the major contributions and conclusions of this thesis, 
then presents suggestions for the direction of future research.
7.1 Summary
Supply chain management is drawing great interest, both commercially and 
academically. Legal obligations and profit incentives aimed at recovering value from 
returned products have established a need for efficient supply chain designs. Establishing 
a manufacturer-wide, closed-loop supply chain would support the treatment of future 
end-of-life vehicles. While many studies have focused on reverse logistics, active 
research of the planning and optimization of reverse logistics systems for network design 
has been limited.
The proposed model is a multi-stage, multi-period, multi-product closed-loop 
supply chain that includes purchasing, production, and end-of-life products recycling and 
remanufacturing. The proposed general integer linear programming model can be used 
for any auto manufacturers, and is easily adapted to real-life scenarios by adding or 
removing any relevant constraints. It provides the users with a valuable and effective 
business decision making tool and was verified by the operations of Ford Motor 
Company with some real data extracted from industry sources.
7.2 Conclusions
From a purely computational point of view, the proposed model solves for 9251 
variables and 8104 constraints. The typical solution time using the LINGO solver is 
between 5 to 11 seconds.
A sensitivity analysis was performed to examine the impact of the changes in the 
cost components weighting factors, the levels of safety stock, the lead times and the 
demand on the total costs. By assigning different weights to the transportation cost and 
the inventory cost, the relative importance of these two cost components may be assessed.
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Placing more weight on the transportation cost than on the inventory cost causes the total 
cost to increase slightly relative to the original results, while placing more weight on the 
inventory cost than on the transportation cost caused the total cost to decrease slightly 
relative to the original results.
Decreasing the levels of safety stock at the aluminum casting plant, the engine 
plants, and the auto assembly plants resulted in the reduction of the total cost by about 
6,132,320 per month, or approximately 1.67%.
Changes in the transportation lead times — between the aluminum casting plant 
and the engine plants, the engine plants and the auto assembly plants, and the auto 
assembly plants and the dealerships—cause the total costs to decrease slightly in a non­
linear manner. The decrease is well below 1%.
Decreases in the demand cause the total costs to decrease and vice versa. The 
changes in the total cost as a result of the demand changes are greater than those of other 
factors considered in this research.
The main contribution of the thesis is the development of a model for the planning, 
optimization and integration of the forward and reverse distribution networks in the 
context of an aluminum engine manufacturing and recycling. The model encompasses the 
engine manufacturing process including the purchasing, production, and end-of-life 
product recycling and remanufacturing.
7.3 Future research directions
Further research may be conducted in the following areas:
1. The addition of warranty returns, commercial returns and production scraps to the 
model.
2. The consideration of other engine parts in the model.
3. The development of a strategic model capable of determining whether and where 
to open a new facility or expand the capacity of an existing facility (the proposed 
model takes into account the entire manufacturing and recycling process).
4. The consideration of revenue from selling rebuilt engines in the model.
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5. The use of Visual Basic to make the model a decision support tool that can be 
easily applied by users (we used the commercial solver LINGO 9.0 with 
Microsoft Access as the database).
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APPENDICES
Appendix I Lists of Indices, parameters and decision variables
1. Indices
a eA Index
c e C Index
d g D Index
i e l Index
k e  K Index
m e  M Index
n e N Index
9 e Q Index
r eR Index
s e S Index
t e T Index
u e  U Index
for auto assembly plants
for collection centers
for dealerships
for aluminum engine parts
for transport modes
for engine plants
for engine types
for product families
for recycling centers
for aluminum casting plants
for time periods
for remanufacturing centers
2. Parameters
ADI St•
AD2St•
AD3binst-
AD4i,inmt'
AD5,nqmt•
AD6,nqat■
AD7,nqat-
AD8ut:
AD9nqdt:
AD10dt\ 
BOMin: 
CHI nqa:
CH2c:
CHLMmt:
CLLMmt:
Average demand for aluminum ingots at aluminum casting plant s in time 
period t (lbs/day)
Average demand for recycled aluminum at aluminum casting plant s in 
time period t (lbs/day)
Average demand for engine part i for engine type n at aluminum casting 
plant 5 in time period t (units/day)
Average demand for engine part i for engine type n at engine plant m in 
time period t (units/day)
Average demand for engine type n in product family q at engine plant m 
in time period t (units/day)
Average demand for engine type n in product family q at auto assembly 
plant a in time period t (units/day)
Average demand for vehicles with engine type n in product family q at 
auto assembly plant a in time period t (units/day)
Average demand for rebuilt engines at remanufacturing center u in time 
period t (units/day)
Number of vehicles with engine type n in product family q needed at the 
dealership d  to sell to customers in time period t
Expected number of rebuilt engines needed at dealership d  in time period t 
Bill of material utilization rate of engine part i per unit of engine type n 
Cost of handling a unit of vehicle with engine type n in product family q 
at auto assembly plant a
Cost of handling a unit of end-of-life vehicle at collection center c 
Hiring cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t 
Layoff cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t
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COLMm: Overtime labor cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t
COLSst: Overtime labor cost per hour at aluminum casting plant s in time period t
COLUut: Overtime labor cost per hour at remanufacturing center u in time period t
CPI: Per unit weight purchasing cost of aluminum ingots from the suppliers
CP2: Per unit weight purchasing cost of recycled aluminum from recycling
centers
CP3miUk: The price of a unit of engine part i=3 shipped from engine plant m to
remanufacturing center u using transport mode k 
CRLMmt: Regular labor cost per hour at engine plant m in time period t
CRLSst: Regular labor cost per hour at aluminum casting plant s in time period t
CRLUut: Regular labor cost per hour at remanufacturing center u in time period t
CTRlsmk: Per unit cost of transportation from aluminum casting plant s to engine
plant m using transport mode k ($/Full Truck Load, or $/FTL)
CTR2mak: Per unit cost of transportation from engine plant m to auto assembly plant
a using transport mode k ($/FTL)
CTR3adk- Per unit cost of transportation from auto assembly plant a to dealership d
using transport mode k ($/FTL)
CTR4crk: Per unit cost of transportation from collection center c to recycling center
r using transport mode k ($/FTL)
CTR5muk: Per unit cost of transportation from engine plant m to remanufacturing
center u using transport mode k ($/FTL)
CTR6cuk: Per unit cost of transportation from collection center c to remanufacturing
center u using transport mode k ($/FTL)
CTR7udk.' Per unit cost of transportation from remanufacturing center u to dealership
d  using transport mode k ($/FTL)
ELVct: Number of end-of-life vehicles collected at collection center c in time
period t (equals to the expected number of vehicles retired over time 
multiplied by Ford’s market share)
FClst: Storage space for holding aluminum ingots at aluminum casting plant s
in time period t (cu.ft.)
FC2st: Storage space for holding recycled aluminum at aluminum casting plant s
at in time period t (cu.ft.)
FC3imt: Storage space for holding engine part i for engine type n at aluminum
casting plant s in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
FC4inmt: Storage space for holding engine part i for engine type n at engine plant m
in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
FC5nqmt: Storage space for holding engine type n in product family q at engine
plant m in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
FC6nqat: Storage space for holding engine type n in product family q at auto
assembly plant a in time period t (cu.ft./unit)
FC7nqat: Storage space for holding vehicles with engine type n in product family q
at auto assembly plant a in time period t (sq.ft./unit)
FC8ut-' Storage space for holding rebuildable engines at remanufacturing center u
in time period t (cu.ft.)
FC9ut: Storage space for holding rebuilt engines at remanufacturing center u in
time period t (cu.ft.)
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finm:
fss:
fuu:
IVRAa:
IVRCc:
IVRMm:
IVRSs:
IVRUU:
LTlsmk-
LT2mak:
LT3adk:
LT4crk:
LT5muk:
LT6cuk:
LT7udk:
MLHMm:
MLHSst:
MLHUut:
NNnqk:
NNNk:
PI:
P2:
PCI st:
PC2mt:
PC3at:
PC4ct:
PC5ut:
PFH:
PNEnq:
PNRE:
Ratio of overtime labor hours to regular time labor hours at the engine 
plant m
Ratio of overtime labor hours to regular time labor hours at the aluminum 
casting plant s
Ratio of overtime labor hours to regular time labor hours at the 
remanufacturing center u
Inventory carrying cost rate at the auto assembly plant a
Inventory carrying cost rate at collection center c
Inventory carrying cost rate at the engine plant m
Inventory carrying cost rate at the aluminum casting plant s
Inventory carrying cost rate at the remanufacturing center u
Transportation lead time from aluminum casting plant s to engine plant m
using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from engine plant m to auto assembly plant a 
using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from auto assembly plant a to dealership d  using 
transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from collection center c to recycling center r 
using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from engine plant m to remanufacturing center u 
using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from collection center c to remanufacturing 
center u using transport mode k (days)
Transportation lead time from remanufacturing center u to dealership d 
using transport mode k (days)
Maximum limit of labor hours allowed at the engine plant m in time 
period t
Maximum limit of labor hours allowed at the aluminum casting plant s in 
time period t
Maximum limit of labor hours allowed at the remanufacturing center u in 
time period t
Number of engines of type n in product family q that can be loaded in one 
FTL of transport mode k
Number of vehicles that can be loaded in one FTL of transport mode k 
Percentage of aluminum ingots in the total amount of aluminum 
purchased by the aluminum casting plant s
Percentage of recycled aluminum in the total amount of aluminum
purchased by the aluminum casting plant s
Production capacity at aluminum casting plant s in time period t
Production capacity at engine plant m in time period t
Production capacity at auto assembly plant a in time period t
Process capacity at collection center c in time period t
Production capacity at remanufacturing center u in time period t
Per unit average price of a flattened hulk
Per unit price of the new engine type n in product family q
Per unit average price of rebuildable engines
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PPin: Per unit price of the engine part i for engine type n
PRE: Per unit average price of rebuilt engines
PVm: The average price of a new vehicle with engine type n in product family q
RHMnqm: Per unit production time of engine type n in product family q at the engine
plant m (in hrs.)
RHSins: Per unit production time of engine part i for engine type n at the
aluminum casting plant s (in hrs.)
RHUU: Per unit time to rebuild engines at the remanufacturing center u (in hrs.)
STEA: Number of days to keep inventories of new engines at the auto assembly
plants
STEM: Number of days to keep inventories of new engines at the engine plants
STEU: Number of days to keep inventories of rebuilt engines at the
remanufacturing centers 
STPM: Number of days to keep inventories of engine parts at the engine plants
STPS: Number of days to keep inventories of engine parts at the aluminum
casting plant
STRRS: Number of days to keep inventories of recycled aluminum at the
aluminum casting plant 
STRS: Number of days to keep inventories of aluminum ingots at the aluminum
casting plant
STVA: Number of days to keep inventories of new vehicles at the auto assembly
plants
VC/c-' The volume capacity of transport mode k
VP1: The volume of a unit weight of aluminum ingot (cu.ft./lb)
VP2: The volume of a unit weight of recycled aluminum (cu.ft./lb)
VP3nq: The volume of a unit of engine type n in product family q (cu.ft./unit)
VP4in: The volume of a unit of engine part i for engine type n (cu.ft./unit)
VP5: The average amount of floor space a vehicle occupies (sq.ft./unit)
VP6: The average volume of a flattened hulk (cu.ft./unit)
VP7: The average volume of an engine (cu.ft./unit)
VP8: The average volume of an engine part i=3 sold from engine plants
(cu.ft/unit)
WCk-' The weight capacity of transport mode k
WP1: The average weight of engine part i-3
WP2: The average weight of an engine
WP3i„: The weight of one unit of engine part i= 1 for engine type n
WP4: The average weight of a flattened hulk
WRT: The number of warranty replacements (units)
3. Decision variables
SSlst: Safety stock of aluminum ingots at aluminum casting plant s in time
period t
SS2st: Safety stock of recycled aluminum at aluminum casting plant s in time
period t
SS3inst: Safety stock of engine part i for engine type n at aluminum casting plant s
in time period t
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XIT2;mnqakt-
SS4inmt: Safety stock of engine part i for engine type n at engine plant m in time
period t
SS5nqmt: Safety stock of engine type n in product family q at engine plant m in
time period t
SS6nqcU: Safety stock of engine type n in product family q at auto assembly plant a
in time period t
SS7nqat: Safety stock of vehicles with engine type n in product family q at auto
assembly plant a in time period t 
SS8ut: Safety stock of rebuilt engines at remanufacturing center u at time period
t
XCst: The amount of aluminum, in lbs, purchased by aluminum casting plant s
in time period t
XHLMm: Number of additional labor hours acquired at engine plant m in time
period t through hiring 
XIT1 sinmkt: Number of units of engine part i for engine type n in transit between
aluminum casting plant s and engine plant m using transport mode k in 
time period t
Number of units of engine type n in product family q in transit between 
engine plant m and auto assembly plant a using transport mode k in time 
period t
Number of units of vehicles with engine type n in product family q in 
transit between auto assembly plant a and dealership d  using transport 
mode k in the time period t
Number of units flattened hulks in transit between collection center c and 
recycling center r using transport mode k in the time period t 
Inventory of aluminum ingots, in lbs, held at the aluminum casting plant s 
at the end of time period t
Inventory of recycled aluminum, in lbs, held at the aluminum casting 
plant s at the end of time period t
Number of units of engine part i for engine type n held as inventory at the 
aluminum casting plant s in time period t
Number of units of aluminum engine part i for engine type n held as 
inventory at the engine plant m at the end of time period t 
Number of units of engine type n in product family q held as inventory at 
the engine plant m at the end of time period t
Number of units of engine type n in product family q held as inventory at 
the auto assembly plant a at the end of time period t 
Number of units of vehicles with engine type n in product family q held 
as inventory at the auto assembly plant a at the end of time period t 
Number of units of rebuildable engines held at the remanufacturing center 
u at the end of time period t
Number of units of rebuilt engines held at the remanufacturing center u at 
the end of time period t
Number of labor hours lost at engine plant m in time period t through 
layoffs
XMnqmt. Number of units of engine type n in product family q produced at engine
XIT3anqdkt:
XIT4crkt:
XIVlst:
XIV2st:
XIV3inst:
XIV4mmt:
XIV5nqmt:
XIV6nqat:
XIV7nqat:
XIV8ut: 
XIV9ut: 
XLLMmt:
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plant m in time period t 
XM linst: Number of units of engine part i for engine type n produced at aluminum
casting plant s in time period t 
XOLMmt: Number of overtime labor hours required at engine plant m in time period
t
XOLSst: Number of overtime labor hours required at aluminum casting plant s in
time period t
XOLUut: Number of overtime labor hours required at remanufacturing center u in
time period t
XPS1 sinmkt- Number of engine parts i for engine type n produced at aluminum casting
plant s and sent to engine plant m using transport mode k in time period t 
XPS2mnqakt: Number of engine type n in product family q sent from engine plant m to
auto assembly plant a using transport mode k in time period t 
XPS3anqdkt-' Number of vehicles with engine type n in product family q sent from auto
assembly plant a to dealership d  using transport mode k in time period t 
XPS4Crkt- Number of flattened hulks sent from collection center c to recycling
center r using transport mode k in time period t 
XPSSmiukt: Number of engine part i - 3 shipped from engine plant m to
remanufacturing center u using transport mode k in time period t 
XPS6cukt: Number of rebuildable engines processed at collection center c and sent
to remanufacturing center u using transport mode k in time period t 
XPS7udkt: Number of rebuilt engines sent from remanufacturing center u to
dealership d  using transport mode k in time period t 
XRLMmt: Number of regular-time labor hours required at engine plant m in time
period t
XRLSst: Number of regular-time labor hours required at aluminum casting plant s
in time period t
XRLUut: Number of regular-time labor hours required at remanufacturing center u
in time period t
XTRlsmkt: Number of FTL shipments from aluminum casting plant s to engine plant
m using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR2makt: Number of FTL shipments from engine plant m to auto assembly plant a
using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR3adkt: Number of FTL shipments from auto assembly plant a to dealership d
using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR4crkt: Number of FTL shipments from collection center c to recycling center r
using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR5mukt: Number of FTL shipments from engine plant m to remanufacturing center
u using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR6cukt: Number of FTL shipments from collection center c to remanufacturing
center u using transport mode k in time period t 
XTR7udkt'- Number of FTL shipments from remanufacturing center u to dealership d
using transport mode k in time period t 
XUSlst: Amount of aluminum used at aluminum casting plant s in time period t
XUS2inmt: Number of units of engine part i for engine type n used at the engine plant
m in time period t
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XUS3nqat: Number of units of engine type n in product family q used in the
production of vehicles at auto assembly plant a in time period t 
XUS4ut: Number of rebuildable engines processed at remanufacturing center u in
time period t
Appendix II (CD Format) LINGO script 
Appendix III (CD Format) Complete results
The CD attached at the end of this thesis provides the appendices
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